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The purpose of this investigation has been to imple­
ment, in the form of computer programs, two algorithms 
which are used in the synthesis of multiple level combina­
tional networks. The algorithms implemented were devised by 
Professor Paul E. Wood, Jr. , of M.I.T., and by Professor 
Eugene L. Lawler, of The University of Michigan. In the 
course of the investigation a more efficient way of imple­
menting the two algorithms was discovered. The combined 
version of the algorithms takes advantage of the best 
features of the original algorithms. 
In the synthesis of multiple level combinational net­
works minimal complexity is high desirable. The whole point 
of minimizing a network is that this leads to lower manufac­
turing cost, greater ease of construction, and greater 
reliability for the electronic circuit being designed. 
The computer programs which were developed to implement 
the algorithms can minimize Boolean expressions with as many 
as seven variables. Theoretically, there is no limit to the 
number of variables per expression that can be minimized by 
these algorithms. But when an expression has more than 
seven variables, the processing time increases dramatically, 
and for this reason this number was set as a limit. 
The final solutions obtained from the compute programs 
are minimal two and three level multiple-input single-output 
Boolean expressions which realize a given set of conditions. 
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Switching networks are used in the construction of 
computers and many other electronic devices. In the design 
of these networks minimal complexity is highly desirable. 
The ideal minimum complexity network which has a specified 
behavior has the least possible number of one or more of the 
following: switch elements, gate inputs, gate elements, 
gate fan-in, gate fan-out, and levels of sw�tching. 
The minimization of a given network can be achieved by 
trial and error, or by systematically reducing the Boolean 
expression which represents the network. The whole point of 
minimizing a network is that this leads to lower cost, 
greater ease of construction, and greater reliability for 
the machine being designed. 
The objective of this thesis is twofold: first, to 
present the theoretical background leading up to three 
algorithms used to minimize Boolean expressions; second, to 
describe the computer programs which implement these 
algorithms. 
In 1854, George Boole, an English mathematician, pub­
lished a work on systematic logic (1). Since then this 
system of logic has become known as Boolean algebra. The 
first person to use Boolean algebra to analyze switching 
1 
networks was C. E. Shannon in 1938 (2). Thereafter Boolean 
algebra has been used extensively in the analysis and 
synthesis of switching networks, because the structure of 
these networks can often be described in terms of Boolean 
expressions. 
As will be shown later, given a certain desired 
behavior for a network, there are an infinite number of 
equivalent network structures (Boolean expressions) which 
will produce this desired behavior. There are trial and 
error methods for finding minimal expressions, but if the 
number of terms and/or the number of variables in the 
expression are large, then these methods are time consuming 
and unsystematic. This is where the value of systematic 
algorithms lies. If they can be programmed, then the 
2 
computer can do all the tedious work in a matter of seconds. 
In Chapter II  the theoretical background of a minimiza­
tion algorithm devised by Paul E. Wood, Jr. of the Lincoln 
Laboratory of M.I.T. (3) is presented. A number of theorems 
associated with this algorithm will be stated without proof, 
although the necessary references will be given. Chapter 
II I consists of an outline of Wood's algorithm and a 
description of the program which implements the algorithm. 
In Chapter IV, some additional theoretical background for 
the second minimization algorithm, which was devised by 
Eugene L. Lawler of the University of Michigan (4), is 
presented. This also includes some additional theorems 
(without proof) and their corresponding references. The 
last part of Chapter IV is a description of the program 
which implements Lawler's algorithm. Chapter V includes: 
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(a) a flow chart of an algorithm which combines the best 
features of Wood's and Lawler's algorithms; (b) a comparison 
of the three algorithms; (c) some studies on the relation­
ship between the number of variables of a Boolean expres­
sion, the number of minterms of a Boolean expression, and 
the amount of time required by the three computer programs 
to minimize various functions; (d) a summary of the thesis 
and some conclusions. Finally, in the Appendices the 
following are presented: Appendix A - a list of Boolean 
theorems used in the minimization of Boolean expressions; 
Appendix B - an example of a minimization using Wood's 
algorithm; Appendix C - an example of a minimization using 
Lawler's algorithm; AppendLxes D, E, F, - listings of the 
programs which implement Wood's algorithm, Lawler's 
algorithm, and the combined algorithm, with some examples of 
minimized functions. 
Two previous theses have dealt with the general area 
of minimization of Boolean expressions. The first (5) 
presents a number of different methods for finding the prime 
implicants of a Boolean expression. The second (6) deals 
with the minimization of multiple-output-two-level Boolean 
functions. This thesis is concerned with algorithms for 




THEORETICAL BACKGROUND FOR WOOD'S ALGORITHM 
Most of the following material is presented in greater 
detail in the book Switching Theory by Paul E. Wood, Jr. 
(3) . The following summary is presented here so as to 
provide the reader with a frame of reference for the 
pursuing work. 
A switching network is a group of logical operators or 
their electronic counterparts (AND, OR, NOT gates, for 
example) interconnected in such a way as to perform some 
useful function. Switching networks can be broken up into 
two classes: combinational networks and sequential net­
works. A combinational network is one in which the present 
output is uniquely determined by the present input. In a 
sequential network the present output is a function of the 
previous input(s) . In this thesis only combinational net­
works will be considered. 
A switching network can be considered from two points 
of view, that is, in terms of its structure and/or in terms 
of its behavior. The structure of a switching network is 
the interconnection pattern of its components. The behavior 
of a switching network is the cause-effect relationship 
between the input and the output. From this point of view, 
the structure of a network is considered as a "black box" 
5 
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which when given a certain input, produces a corresponding 
output. This thesis will be concerned with the minimization 
of the structure of switching networks and not with their 
behavior. 
The structure of the networks that will be considered 
will be specified in terms of Boolean functions and expres­
sions. The combinational networks to be studied will be 
two-valued, that is, their components can take on only one 
of two values (0-1, true-false, on-off, etc. ) at any given 
time. It is for this reason that Boolean algebra is useful 
in switching theory. It serves as a mathematical language 
for the description of two-valued combinational networks. 
The networks considered in this thesis will consist of 
input terminals, switches or gates, interconnecting lines, 
and output terminals. For each of the input and output 
terminals there will be assigned a two-valued variable. The 
input variables will be denoted by the sumbols . .. ,x,y, z, 
and the output variable by . . .  , f, g, h. 
The input-output relationship of a network can be 
represented by a table of combinations (see Table I) or by a 
Boolean function. 
A Boolean function is an equation which states that the 
output (s) of a switching network depends on the inputs and 
on the internal structure of the network. This type of 










TABLE OF COMBINATIONS FOR F(X,Y,Z) 
X'Y'Z + X'YZ' + XYZ 
X'Y'Z' + 
Input Output 
xyz f(x,y,z) Minterm Maxterm 
000 1 x'y'z' x+y+z 
001 1 x'y'z x+y+z' 
010 1 x'yz' x+y'+z 
011 0 x'yz x+y'+z' 
100 0 xy'z' x'+y+z 
101 0 xy'z x'+y+z' 
110 0 xyz' x'+y ? +z 
7 
7 111 1 xyz x'+y'+z' 
"expression," where "expression" is a combination of any of 
the following: 
(a) a constant (O or 1) 
(b) a variable or its complement ( ... ,x,y,z or 
I I z I) ... , x ,Y ' 
(c) if A and B are expressions, then A +  B (A or B), 
AB (A and B) , A' (not A) , and B' (not B) are 
expressions, where A and B are generic variables 
that represent constants, variables, or other 
expressions. 
In Appendix A there is a list of postulates and 
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theorems on Boolean algebra which are used to describe and 
to simplify Boolean expressions, By applying these theorems 
any expression can be manipulated into an infinite number of 
equivalent but distinct expressions. The following is an 
example of some of these transformations with references to 
the Boolean theorems (see Appendix A) used to obtain the 
equivalent expressions. 
f(x,y,z) x'y'z' + x'y'z + x'yz' + xyz 
x'y' (z' + z) + x'yz' + xyz (Distributive Law) 
x'y' + x'yz' + xyz (Idempotent Law) 
x' (y' + yz') + xyz (Distributive Law) 
x' (y' + y) (y' + z') + xyz (Distributive Law) 
X' (y I + z I ) + xyz (Idempotent Law) 
The fundamental theorems of the Boolean algebra of 
expressions are the following: 
Theorem 1. 
(3, p. 21). 
f (x1, ... , xn
) 
Theorem 2. 
(3, p. 21). 





X. if a. = 1 
1. 1. 
X. 1 if a. = 0 
l 1. 
and L.denotes the Boolean sum over all 
(The canonic-product-form of an expression) 
where x.* 
l. 
or X * 1 
x. if a. 
l. l. 
0 
X. if a. = 1 
l. l. 
and Ndenotes the Boolean product over all 
9 
The product term x1
*x
2
* . .. x
n
* is called a minterm, and 




* + .. . + x
n
* is called a maxterm. Some 
examples of these are given in Table I, p .  7. Any expres­
sion can be manipulated into either of two equivalent forms 
(a sum of minterms or a product of maxterms) by applying the 
Boolean theorems as in the example above (p . 8) . 
The sum-of-minterms expression is called a canonic sum, 
and the product-of-maxterms expression is called a canonic 
product . For the function shown in Table I,  the canonic sum 
is: f(x, y, z) x'y'z + x'yz' + x'yz + xyz 
000 + 001 
t<o, 1, 2, 7) 
+ 010 + 111 
For the same function the canonic product is: 
f(z, y , z) (x+y'+z') (x'+y+z) (x'+y+z') (x'+y'+z) 
(011) 
=1"1'(3,4,5,6) 
(100) (101) (110) 
The above examples also illustrate a more compact 
notation for canonic sums and canonic products which uses 






, . .. ,an
) considered as a binary number . The decimal 
number is included in the notation if and only if (iff) its 
corresponding minterm or maxterm appears in the canonic sum 
or product. 
Combinational networks can be realized and described in 
terms of switch-elements or in terms of gate-elements. In 
the description of networks, gate-elements will be used 
since the relationship between a Boolean expression and its 
corresponding network diagram is easy to visualize, and 
especially because the number of levels of an expression is 
easy to "see" (given its gate-element representation) . 
In the minimization of networks, the number of switch 
elements will be the minimal complexity criterion. The 
reason for this is that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the number of switches in a logical circuit and the 
number of literals in the corresponding Boolean expression. 
The number of gates, or the number of inputs per gate, or 
the gate-element fan-in could have been used as minimization 
criteria, but, for the reason mentioned above, the number of 
switch elements was chosen as the minimization criterion. 
Gate-elements perform electronically the logical 
operations associated with their respective names. The 
following gate-elements (see Figure 1) will be used in the 
description of the combinational networks considered in this 
thesis. 
AND GATE 
AB 1 iff A = 1 and B 1 
OR GATE 
A + B 1 if A 1 or B = l; or if A 1 and B 
A 
NOT GATE 
if A 1, A' = O; if A 0 ,  A' 1 





The levels of a network correspond to the number of 
logical operators (AND, OR, NOT) or their electronic counter­
parts through which an input signal passes from the time it 
enters the network to the time the output is produced. The 
maximum number of levels of a network is called the level of 
the network. Complemented variables are assumed to be 
available and thus the NOT gates which would normally 
complement the input variables are not counted as separate 
levels. 
In this thesis only two and three level networks will 
be considered. A list of these networks, their operator 
structure, their abbreviations, and some examples are shown 
in Figure 2. 
The number of gate inputs which are connected to a gate 
output is called the gate-element fan-out. Networks 
considered in this thesis will have a fan-out of 1. The 
number of inputs per gate is called the gate-element fan-in, 
Networks considered in this thesis will have unlimited 
fan-in. 
A gate-network path is any path from gate to gate via 
interconnections in the arrow direction, If the same gate 
is encountered twice in a path, then the path is closed and 
forms a loop. A gate network is a feedforward network iff 
it has no loops. 










(1) sum of products 
(2) product of sums 
(3) sum of products of sums 
(4) product of sums of products 
13 
f=wx+yz 
1--------.· f=(w+x) (y+z) 
f=z+y(w+x) 
f=z(wx+y) 









Figure 2. Examples of various network operator struc­
tures. 
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feed-forward gate network, constructed of AND, OR, and NOT 
gates with unity fan-out and such that gates of the same 
type are never connected together, whose structure uniquely 
specifies the expression (3, p. 61). 
The minimization algorithms to be presented in this 
thesis make extensive use of the concept of prime implicant. 
An express ion A implies the expression B (A-+ B) iff B = 1 
for every valuation of variables for which A =  1. 
then B is said to cover A. 
If A_. B, 
All of the following material will be presented in 
terms of product terms (sp expressions). A similar develop­
ment could be presented in terms of sum terms (ps expres­
sions). 
The product term A subsumes the product term B iff 
A -. B. Considering a literal as any variable symbol or its 
complement, then a product term A subsumes a product term B 
iff every literal of B is a literal of A. 
A product term A is a prime implicant of the function f 
iff (a) A� f, and if (b) there does not exist an expression 
B such that A-+ B ...,..  f, where the number of literals of B is 
less than the number of literals of A. 
Thorem 4. A prime implicant A of f has the following 
properties: 
(a) A contains no repeated literals. 
(b) A never contains both a variable and its complement. 
(c) If any literal is deleted from A, the remainder 
is not a prime implicant of f; that is , A never 
contains a redundant variable (3, p. 75) . 
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One of the more important steps in Wood's algorithm is 
the generation of the prime implicants of the function being 
minimized. This is accomplished by a method called iterated 
consensus of minterms. 
The operation of consensus is based on the identity 
xy + x'z = xy + x'z + yz. In practice, the consensus of two 
product terms xA and x'B is AB, where A and B are product 
terms which contain neither x nor x'. All duplicate 
literals are assumed to be deleted from terms xA, x'B, and 
AB. No consensus term is generated if there is no opposing 
pair of variables , and AB = 0 if there are two or more 
opposing pairs of variables. For example , 
First term Second term Consensus term 
vyz v'xyz xyz 
xyz x' yz 
xyz' y'z 0 
xyz' vz' None 
The consensus operation is used in the following 
theorem to generate the prime implicants of a function. 
Theorem 5. Any sp expression for function f can be 
converted to a sum of exactly all prime implicants of f by 
the application of the following steps to the canonic-sum 
expression of n variables. 
Step 0. Generate the minterms of f from the canonic-sum 
expression of f. 
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Step i (i = 1, 2 ,  . . .  , n) .  All terms are added to the expres­
sion which can be generated by consensus of pairs of terms 
which were themselves generated at step i-1. After all such 
terms are generated, all terms of step i-1 used in a 
consensus operation are deleted from the expression. When 
no more consensus terms can be generated, the remaining 
terms are the prime implicants of f (3, p. 81) . 
The sum of these prime implicants may or may not be the 
minimal solution, that is, some of these terms may be 
redundant. An irredundant sp expression is the desired 
result. Such an expression is a sum of prime implicants of 
f such that no prime implicant can be deleted and the 
expression still represent f. 
The irredundant sp expression(s) for a function f can 
be derived from a prime implicant table based on the follow­
ing theorem. 
Theorem 6. Each minterm of f must subsume at least one 
term of an sp expression which represents f (3 , p. 84) . 
In other words, the terms of an irredundant sp expres­
sion must cover all the minterms of f. 
For any function f ,  the subsuming relationships between 
the minterms and the prime implicants of f can be displayed 
in a prime implicant table which is constructed as follows: 
(a) The minterms of f are listed along the horizontal 
axis and the prime implicants of f along the 
vertical axis. 
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(b) An x is placed at the intersection of a minterm and 
prime implicant if the minterm subsumes the prime 
implicant. 
(c) A capital letter is associated with each prime 
implicant of the table and this letter denotes the 
statement that the corresponding prime implicant is 
used as a term in a sum-of-prime-implicants 
expression. 
(d) Then the covering expression for f is formed as 
follows: 
(i) For every x that appears in a column write the 
corresponding letter is "0R'ed" with the letters 
corresponding to any other x's which may appear 
in the same column. 
(ii) Form the product of the sums of the columns. 
(iii) Apply Boolean theorem G (Appendix A) to convert 
the covering expression to sp form. 
(iv) Reduce the covering expression as much as 
possible by applying Boolean theorems H and L 
so that no term has repeated literals and no 
term subsumes another. 
(e) Each term of the reduced expression specifies an 
18 
irredundant sp expression for f where a prime 
implicant is included as a term of the irredundant 
expression iff its corresponding letter is included 
in the terms of the covering expression. 
The above process may yield more than one irredundant 
expression for a given function. If so, then the one (s) 
with the least number of literals is the one (s) with minimum 
complexity. 
For example, to find the minimal sp expression for the 
function f = Z:co, 1, 2, 1) = x'y'z' + x'y'z + x'yz' + xyz the 
process would be as follows: 
(a) Find the prime implicants of f by iterated 




pairs of terms 

























Since no new consensus terms were found in step 2, 
then at this stage f the sum of its prime 
implicants x'y' + x'z' + xyz 
(b) Find the irredundant expression(s) of f by using a 
prime implicant table to form a covering expression 










C xyz * 
Covering expression (A+B) ABC ABC + ABC = ABC 
Therefore f = A + B + C = x'y v + x v z' + xyz 
The techniques presented thus far will yield the 
minimal sp (or ps) irredundant expressions of a given 
function. The ultimate objective of this thesis also 
includes techniques for finding the minimal sps (or psp) 
irredundant expressions of a given function. 
An sps (psp) expression A is a prime sps (psp) impli­
cant of f iff A implies f and there does not exist an sps 
(psp) expression B such that A implies B,  and the number of 
literals in B is less than the number of literals in A. 
The generation of generalized prime implicants in a 
recursive procedure; that is , prime ps implicants of f are 
products of sum prime implicants of f ,  prime sps implicants 
of f are sums of prime ps implicants of f ,  and so forth. 
This process can be carried to any number of levels. 
20 
In the 
algorithms presented here the number of levels of a network 
will be restricted to at most three levels. The computer 
programs included in this thesis are designed to implement 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 7. The structure of every minimum-switch­
element 3-level switch network which realizes function f is 
represented by a sum of prime ps implicants of f (i.e., an 
sps expression) or by a product of prime sp implicants of f 
(i. e. , a psp expression) (3, p. 100). 
CHAPTER III 
WOOD'S ALGORITHM AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
Based on the theorems presented in Chapter II, Wood's 
minimization algorithm is as follows: 
(a) Assume that the function to be minimized, f, has 
been given as a sum of minterms (product of 
maxterms) . 
(b) Systematically consider all functions g which imply 
f (2m-1 functions if f has m minterms (maxterms) ) 
in order of increasing number of minterms 
(maxterms) of f .  
(c) For each of the g functions generate its prime ps 
(sp) implicants by using iterated consensus of the 
minterms (maxterms) . 
(d) Construct a prime-ps (sp) implicant table for f. 
(e) A covering expression is then used to generate all 
sums (products) of prime-ps (sp) implicants which 
cover the minterms (maxterms) of f. 
(f) The sum (product) of prime-ps (sp) implicants with 
the least number of literals is the minimum sps 
(psp) expression. Of course, there may be more 
than one minimum sps (psp) expression . 
This algorithm yields not only the minimum sps (psp) 
expression(s) of a function, but also its minimum ps (sp) 
21 
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expression. The latter is the expression generated when the 
minterms (maxterms) of a g function are the same as those of 
f; that is, as the g functions are generated in order of 
increasing number of minterms (maxterms) , the last g func­
tion to be generated is the one whose minterms (maxterms) 
are the same as those of the original function f. This last 
g function is the irredundant ps (sp) function equivalent to 
the original function f (see Appendix B) . 
The following is a description of the program which 
implements Wood's algorithm (see Appendix D) . 
(1) The program inputs the following variables: N -
the number of minterms in the function to be minimized; 
LENGTH - the number of literals in a minterm (maxterm) ;  
MINDEC - the decimal equivalents of the minterms of the 
function to be minimized. 
(2) After reading in the data the program generates all 
the minterms (maxterms) in a numerical form described in a 
paper by H. Mott and C .  C. Carroll (7) .  In this notation, a 
"2" indicates the presence of a variable in a term, a "l" 
indicates the presence of its complement, and a "0" indi­
cates the absence of a variable. 
Subroutine MAXX generates the minterms (maxterms) as 
follows: 
(a) The number of terms = 2m, where m 
variables in a term. 
the number of 
(b) Each of the integers from 1 to 2m is converted to 
its binary form by repeated division by 2. 
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(c) Wherever a "0" occurs in the binary form of a term, 
a "l" is substituted, and wherever a "l" occurs in 
the binary form of a term, a " 2" is substituted. 
For example, when m = 3, Table II  illustrates the 
result of applying subroutine MAXX. 
TABLE I I  
GENERATION OF MINTERMS (MAXTERMS) BY SUBROUT INE MAXX 









(3) Subroutine ONE performs step (b) of Wood's 










(a) First generate the combinations of subscripts that 
will be used to select the minterms (maxterms) 
24 
of the g functions of f. There are 2n-1 such 
combinations (n = number of minterms (maxterms) in 
the original function f) . These combinations are 
generated by the subroutine MDD which uses modular 
arithmetic to convert the numbers from 1 to 2n -1 
into binary form, and finally into subscripts. 
Table III illustrates the result of applying sub­
routine MDD for n = 3. 
TABLE III 
GENERATION OF COMBINATIONS OF SUBSCRIPTS BY SUBROUTINE MDD 












101 1 , 3  
110 2 , 3 
111 1 , 2,3 
(b) The selection of minterms (maxterms) of a g 
function is accomplished by eliminating those which 
will not be used in the consensus operation. For 
example, if the g function includes the minterms 
(0,2,4), then the maxterms (1,3,5,6,7) will be 
used in the consensus operation to find the 
irredundant ps expression(s) for g . These terms 
are stored in the array MIX. 
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(4) The subroutine CONSNS uses the method described in 
a book by E. J. McCluskey (8) and the numerical notation by 
Mott and Carroll (7) to generate the prime implicants of the 
given minterms (maxterms). The steps of the procedure are: 
(a) Arrange the maxterms in groups according to the 
number of uncomplemented variables in each of the 
terms. 
(b) Find the difference between two maxterms in 
adjacent groups . If this difference = 1 0n (n 
0,1,2, ... ), then there exists a consensus term 
equal to the smaller of the two terms minus 10n. 
(c) Generate all possible consensus terms between 
adjacent groups, and store them in the group with 
the lower number of uncomplemented variables. 
(d) Tag the terms which are used to form a consensus 
term; tag any duplicate consensus terms and 
eliminate them from the consensus list; eliminate 
those terms used in the consensus operation. 
(e) Generate all possible consensus terms between 
adjacent groups. 
(f) Repeat this process using the new consensus terms 
until no new consensus terms can be formed, 
(g) The remaining terms and those which have not 
entered into consensus anywhere in the process 
are the prime implicants of g, 
For example , if the maxterms of g are (0 , 2 , 4) ,  the 
prime implicants of g are found by CONSNS as follows: 
group 1 0 111 
group 2 2 121 
4 211 







10 = 101 ' 
therefore the consensus term 
011 = y + z 
therefore the consensus term 
101 = X + Z 
111 - 100 
111 - 10 
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All of the original terms were used to form consensus terms, 
Therefore , they are eliminated from the consensus list, The 
consensus terms formed (011 , 101) have the same number of 
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uncomplemented variables. Hence, no new consensus terms can 
be formed from the, and the prime implicants of g are 011, 
101. 
(5) After CONSNS finds the prime implicants, the sub­
routine TABLE constructs a prime implicant table which will 
be used to determine the irredundant ps (sp) expression for 
g. The maxterms of the g function being processed are 
listed on the horizontal axis, and the prime implicants are 
listed on the vertical axis. If maxtermi (mintermi
), 
includes implicant . , then JTAB (I, J) = 1, otherwise, 
J 
JTAB(I,J) = O. 
In the program, whether or not a maxterm (minterm) 
includes a prime implicant is determined in the following 
way: 
(a) If the sum of a maxterm (minterm) and an implicant 
is made up of "l's" and/or "2's" and/or "4's", then the 
maxterm (minterm) includes the prime implicant. 
(b) If the sum contains any "3's", then the maxterm 


















111 112 121 222 
110 221 222 231 332 
101 212 213 222 323 
222 333 334 343 444 
Maxterms 
Implicants 
111 112 121 222 
110 1 1 0 0 
101 1 0 1 0 
222 0 0 0 1 
Next the subroutine selects the essential prime impli­
cants (if there are any) . A prime implicant is essential if 
there is at least one maxterm (minterm) which includes this 
prime implicant and no other. In terms of the prime 
implicant table, an essential prime implicant is one whose 
corresponding row contains a "l" in a column with no other 
"l' s". 
The reduced prime implicant table is then formed by 
eliminating all those rows of the original table which 
correspond to maxterms (minterms) implied by the essential 
implicants. In this reduced table, if a row consists only 
of "O' s", then the corresponding implicant is absolutely 
eliminable; that is, it will never be part of the irredun­
dant expression(s) for g. 
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The final segment of the subroutine TABLE selects the 
combinations of conditionally eliminable implicants that, 
together with the essential implicants, form an irredundant 
expression for g. All possible combinations are generated 
by the subroutine MDD (see p. 24) . These combinations are 
then "OR'ed" together and if the result of this "OR' ing" 
covers all the maxterms (minterms) of the reduced table (all 
"l's") , then the conditionally eliminable implicants used in 
the operation form part of the irredundant expression for g. 
(6) After all the g functions of the original function 
have been generated the subroutine SPORPS selects the 
minimal ps (sp) solution of function f. This solution 
corresponds to the last g function generated (the (2n-l) th 
one) , since this one is the only g function which covers all 
the minterms (maxterms) of the original function. 
Subroutine SPORPS also calculates the maximum gate-fan ­
in, the number of gate elements, the number of gate inputs, 
and the number of switches of the minimal ps (sp) solution. 
(7) The subroutine SPSPSP uses the subroutine ORR to 
find the minimal sps (psp) solution(s) of the original 
function as follows: 
(a) All possible combinations of 2 numbers from 1 to 
2n-1 are generated by the subroutine MDD (see p. 
24) . 
(b) Each of these pairs of numbers are "OR'ed" by the 
subroutine ORR . 
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(c) If the result of this "OR'ing" is all "l's", then 
the two g functions corresponding to the numbers 
"0R'ed" together form a solution. 
(d) The solution (s) with the least number of literals 
is the desired one. 
(e) The above process is repeated for combinations of 
3, 4, . . .  numbers until the minimal solution found 
during one pass is greater than the minimal 
solution found during the previous pass. When this 
occurs, the process stops, and the minimal solution 
found during the previous pass is the minimal 
solution of f. 
(8) The subroutine CONVRT changes each term of the 
solution from numerical form to the equivalent literal form 
as follows: 
Position of a digit from left to right 
Digit 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
2 t' u' v' w! x' y' x' 
1 t u V w X y X 
0 ignored ignored ignored ignored ignored ignored ignored 
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Parentheses are placed at each end of a term, and there is a 
plus sign between successive literals. 
(9) The subroutine CONMIN converts a product term from 
numerical form to its equivalent literal form in a manner 
similar to CONVRT, except that the prime signs are reversed, 
there are no parentheses at each end of a term, and there is 
no plus sign between successive literals. 
(10) The last group of instructions selects the 
maxterms of the original function which will be used in 
generating the minimal sp and psp expressions. Then the 
program goes through the whole cycle again. The reason for 
re-cycling is that the minimal ps and sps solutions are not 
necessarily absolutely minimal. The sp and psp solutions 
may be the absolutely minimal solutions. 
CHAPTER IV 
LAWLER' S MINIMIZATION ALGORITHM 
The theoretical background necessary to understand 
Lawler's algorithm is similar to that for Wood's algorithm, 
but in addition the following is required . 
Lemma 1. If g is a minimal sp (ps) expression of f 
(the given function), and another expression implies g, and 
g implies f; that is, h ... g-.f, then g is a minimal sp (ps) 
expression for each and every other expression h*, where 
h-+h*-+g-ll>f (4, p. 286). 
This lemma implies that when generating minimal 
irredundant expressions of a function, it is not necessary 
to use all of the subfunctions in the prime implicant table 
because some of these will be covered by others with fewer 
literals. 
Lemma 2. Let G = (g1,g2
, . .. ,g
k
) be the set of all 
minimal sp (ps) expressions for h (a subfunction of f, the 
original function). Then G contains all minimal sp (ps) 
expressions for every other expression h*, where h-+h*�g. 
l. 
for any g. which is a member of G (4, p. 286). 
l. 
This lemma implies that it is not necessary to use all 
the minimal ps (sp) solutions generated from the 2m-1 (m = 
the number of terms in the original function) subfunctions 
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of f (the original function) in the final prime implicant 
table used to form the minimal sps (psp) expression (s) of 
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f. The reason for this is that Lawler's algorithm generates 
subfunctions of f in groups which are subsets of succeeding 
groups (see Appendix B for detailed example). After each 
group of subfunctions is generated, the minimal expression 
which covers all the subfunctions generated up to that point 
is found, and the minterms (maxterms) covered by the inter­
mediate solution are tagged. At the end of this process 
(when all the minterms (maxterms) have been tagged), the 
intermediate solutions are the ones used to find the minimal 
sps (psp) solution of the original function (instead of all 
of the subfunctions). 
Any differences between Lawler's algorithm and Wood's 
algorithm will be pointed out in the following outline of 
Lawler's algorithm. 
(1) Assume that the function to be minimized has been 
given as a sum of minterms (product of maxterms). 
(2) Systematically consider all functions which imply f 
and are implied by the first minterm; generate the prime-ps 
(sp) implicants of each function; select the one with the 
least number of literals; tag the minterms (maxterms) 
covered by this minimal expression. (At this stage in 
Wood's algorithm, all of the g functions which imply f would 
be considered, not just those implied by the first minterm 
(maxterm). ) 
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(3) Select the next untagged minterm (maxterm) ; 
systematically consider all functions which imply f and are 
implied by all subsets of minterms (maxterms) selected thus 
far ; find an irredundant ps (sp) expression for each of the 
functions. 
(4) After this group of g functions has been generated , 
find the minimal ps (sp) expression which covers the 
irredundant ps (sp) expressions generated so far . This 
intermediate solution will be used in the final prime impli­
cant table. (In Wood's algorithm all of the g functions are 
generated before a covering expression is found ; that is, no 
intermediate solutions are found.) 
(5) After each of the above intermediate solutions is 
found, tag all t he terms covered by the intermediate  
solution . (In Wood's algorithm no tagging of the terms 
takes place because all of the g functions are used to find 
the minimal sps (psp) solution. ) 
(6) Repeat steps c ,  d, e 9 until all the terms have been 
tagged. (In Wood's algorithm the equivalent steps would be 
repeated until all the g functions have been generated . )  
(7) Construct a prime-ps (sp) implicant table for f 
using the intermed iate solutions and those g functio_s not 
covered by the intermediate solutions. (In Wood ' s  algorithm 
the prime-ps (sp) implicant table is constructed using all 
of the g functions. ) 
(8) A final covering expression is then used to 
generate all sums (products) of prime-ps (sp) implicants 
which cover the minterms (maxterms) of f. 
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(9) The sum (product) of prime-ps (sp) implicants with 
the least number of literals is the minimum sps (psp) 
expression for f. 
As with Wood's algorithm , Lawler's algorithm yields not 
only the minimum sps (psp) expression(s) of a function , but 
also its minimum ps (sp) expression. The latter is the 
expression generated when the minterms (maxterms) of a g 
function are the same as those of f. 
Since much of the program which implements Lawler's 
algorithm is the same as the program which implements Wood ' s  
algorithm (see Appendix D) , a separate chapter is not 
necessary to describe the program which implements Lawler's 
algorithm. Similarities and differences will be pointed out 
in the description which follows. 
(1) The input is the same as in the program which 
implements Wood's algorithm (step 1 ,  p. 22) . 
(2) The generation of all the minterms (maxterms) is 
the same as before (step 2 , p. 22) . 
(3) Subroutine FUN performs step (b) of Lawler 1 s 
algorithm as follows: 
(a) Two sets of subscripts are generated using the sub­
rountine MDD (see p. 24) . The first set of sub­
scripts (KSUB) is used to generate combinations of 
untagged minterms (maxterms) which will be used to 
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produce subfunctions of the original function . The 
second set of subscripts (ISUB) is used to generate 
all the possible combinations of minterms (max­
terms) which can be used to generate subfunctions 
of the original function (as in Wood's program , 
step 3(a) , p. 23) . 
(b) The two sets of minterms are then compared. If the 
former is a subset of the latter, then the latter 
is used to select the minterms (maxterms) which 
will be used in the consensus operation to find the 
prime implicants of the subfunction being generated 
(as in Wood's program, step 3(b) , pp. 24, 25) . 
(c) Next, subroutine CONSNS (Wood's program, step 4, 
pp. 25, 26) finds the prime implicants of the 
selected subfunction. 
(d) Then subroutine TABLE (called by CONSNS) finds the 
irredundant ps (sp) expression for the selected 
subfunction (as in Wood's program, step 5, pp. 25, 
26, 27) . 
(e) Subsequently, the number of literals of the sub-
function just generated is checked. If this number 
is less than or equal to the minimum number of 
literals of the expression(s) generated to this 
point which are implied by the minterms (maxterms) 
contained in the array MUZ, then the terms of the 
subfunction just generated are stored in the arrays 
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MINMIN (which is used in the subroutine COVER to 
find the intermediate covering expressions) and 
ISOL (which is used in the final steps to find the 
minimal sps (psp) expression(s) ) .  
(f) Subroutine COVER finds the expression which covers 
the minterms of the original function used thus far 
to generate subfunctions .  This operation is 
performed after 1,  3, 7, 15, . . . , 2n-1 (n= 1, 2 , 3, 
. . .  ) subfunctions have been generated . It uses the 
ones which were generated in the previous set(s) 
as well as the subfunctions generated most recently 
to form a prime implicant table which is then 
simplified. 
(g) After the intermediate covering expression is found 
the minterms which are covered by this expression 
(stored in MINMIN) are tagged so that they will not 
be used in the generation of the next set of sub­
functions by subroutine FUN . 
(h) Sometimes the intermediate covering expression is a 
simple subfunction implied by the minterms tagged 
thus far, instead of a combination of subfunctions 
as found by the subroutine COVER . In order to 
allow for this possibility, the simple subfunction 
implied by the minterms (maxterms) tagged so far is 
generated by the subroutines CONSNS and TABLE (as 
in Wood's program, steps 4, 5, pp . 25-27) . If the 
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number of literals in this simple subfunction is 
less than or equal to the number of literals of the 
expression found by COVER, then the simple sub­
function is stored as an intermediate solution. 
(i) Next , the program checks to see if all the minterms 
(maxterms) have been tagged . I f  not, then the 
first non-tagged minterm (maxterm) is added to the 
list of minterms (maxterms) used to generate 
subfunctions , and the program goes back through the 
main loop to generate the next set of subfunctions. 
If all of the minterms have been tagged, then the 
program uses the array MINMIN to form the final 
prime implicant table as follows: 
(i) First , it must be kept in mind that the array 
M I NMIN  contains the minterms (maxterms) 
covered by each of the subfunctions and inter­
mediate covering expressions generated by the 
program . 
(ii) Each of these expressions is examined indi­
vidually, and its minterms (maxterms) are 
compared to the minterms (maxterms) of the 
original function . Whenever the minterms 
match, a "l" is placed in the corresponding 
column to indicate that the corresponding 
minterm (maxterm) is covered by the expression 
being examined. This operation was originally 
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done in a two-dimensional array, but it was 
discovered that the same effect could be 
achieved by using a one dimensional array in 
which the binary equivalents of decimal 
numbers could be used to indicate which min­
terms were covered by which expression. For 
example, if the original function is f = 
l: (0, 3, 6, 11), and one of the subfunctions 
(intermediate covering expressions) covers the 
minterms 0, 6, 11, then the corresponding 
entry in the prime implicant table would be 1011. 
(j ) After the prime implicant table is constructed, the 
minimal ps (sp) and sps (psp) solutions are found 
and converted from numerical to literal form (as in 
Wood's program, steps 6, 7, 8, pp. 29-30) . 
(k) The last two steps are the same as in Wood's 
program (p. 31) . 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUS I ON 
In  the process of writing the computer programs which 
implement Wood's and Lawler's algorithms, the possibility of 
combining the best features of the two algorithms was 
considered, and the result was the combined algorithm illus­
trated in the flowchart in Figure 3. 
The major disadvantage of Wood's algorithm is that the 
final prime implicant table contains 2m-1 (m = number of 
terms of the original function) g functions, which means 
that a considerable amount of time is spent simplifying the 
final prime implicant table when m is large. A major 
disadvantage of Lawler's algorithm is that some of the g 
functions are generated more than once, so that instead of 
generating 2m-1 g functions, the algorithm generates two to 
three times that many g functions. Another disadvantage of 
Lawler's algorithm is that when the minterms (maxterms) of a 
function are grouped "loosely" (see Figure 4), a consider­
able amount of time is spent trying to form intermediate 
covering solutions which don't exist. 
A major advantage of Wood's algorithm is that regard­
less of whether the minterms (maxterms) of a function are 
grouped "tightly" (see Figure 5) or "loosely" (see Figure 4), 
the processing time is reasonable (see Figure 6) . A major 
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WOOD LAWLER COMBINED 
I Input I nput I nput 
I 1 
Generate min terms Generate minterms Generate minterms 
(maxterms ) (maxterms ) (maxterms ) 
l l 
Generate all  subfunc- Generate subfunctions Generate all subfunc -
t ions which imply the which imply the origi - tions which imply the 
or ig inal funct ion nal func t ion in groups original func tion 
of l , 3 ,  7 ,  . . .  , 2n -1 , K--n=l ,  2 ,  . . .  , using un-
tagged minterms (max- 1 
terms ) to determine 
the groups Examine the subfunc -
tions in groups of  l ,  
.I. 
3 ,  7 ,  . . .  , 2n -1 , n=l , 2 , � . . .  , using untagged 
After each group of 
subfunctions is gene-
minterms (maxterms ) to 
determine the groups 
rated , find the mini-
mal expression which 
covers the minterms l 
(maxterms ) used thus Find the minimal ex-
far to generate sub- pression which covers 
functions each group 
.l l 
Tag the terms covered Tag the terms covered 
by the expression by the expression 
generated above generated above 
1 l 
Check to see if all 
No terms have been tagged 
Check to see if all � terms have been t agged 0 
lYes l Yes 
Construct a prime 
impl icant table us ing 
all  of t he subfunc-
tions 
Construct a prime im-
plicant table using 
the covering expres-
sions and all other 
Construct a prime im-
plicant t able us ing 
the covering expres-
sions and all other 
subfunctions not subfunctions examined 
covered by the cover- in the groups above 
ing expressions 
1 l 
S implify the prime im-
plicant table to  f ind 
the minimal ps/sps 
( sp/psp) expressions 
equivalent to the 
orig inal function 
Simplify the prime im-
plicant table to f ind 
the minimal ps/sps 
(sp/psp) expressions 
equivalent to the 
original function 
S implify the prime im-
plicant table to find 
t he min imal ps/sps 
( sp/psp ) expressions 
equivalent to t he 
original function 
1 1 
Output Output Output 
Figure 3 .  Flowcharts of the minimization algorithms . 
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wx 
yz 00 01 11 10 
00 X X 
01 X X 
11 X X 
10 X X 
F igure 4 .  Karnaugh map for f = [. (0 , 3 , 5 , 6 , 9 , 10 , 12 , 15). 
wx 
yz 00 01 11 10 
00 X X 
01 X X 
11 X X 
10 X X 
Figure 5. Karnaugh map for f � < o , i , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7) .  
r.n















































































































































































































































































































































advantage of Lawler's algorithm is that it can process 
functions whose minterms (maxterms) are "tightly" grouped 
(see Figure 5) in considerably less time than either Wood ' s  
algorithm or the combined algorithm (see Figures 6 ,  7 ,  8). 
A major disadvantage of the combined algorithm is that 
when the minterms (maxterms) of a function are grouped 
"loosely" (see Figure 4) the algorithm spends a considerable 
amount of time trying to form intermediate covering 
solutions which don't exist. The major advantages of the 
combined algorithm are: (a) only 2m-1 g functions are 
generated instead of two to three times that many as in 
Lawler's algorithm ; (b) the final prime implicant table 
contains considerably fewer entries than the equivalent 
table in Wood's algorithm , thus reducing the processing time 
of the final prime implicant table. 
Figures 6 ,  7, and 8 display the relationships between 
the number of variables of a Boolean function , the number of 
minterms of a Boolean function , and the amount of time 
required by the three computer programs to minimize two 
functions. The two functions used to obtain the time data 
for Figures 6 ,  7 ,  and 8 were a "tightly" grouped function 
(f = t: (0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7) ,  see Figure 5) , and a "loosely" 
grouped function (f = I: (0 , 3 , 5 , 6 , 9 , 10 , 12 , 15) , see Figure 4) . 
In all of the graphs the processing time increases as the 
number of minterms and/or the number of variables increases , 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a power of 2 and the minterms are grouped "tightly. " The 
reason for the reduction in processing time is that whenever 
the minterms of a function are adjacent to each other 
("tightly" grouped) in groups of 2, 4 ,  8, .. . , 2n, this 
"power of 2"-group of minterms can be represented by a 
simpler expression . For example , if f = I:,(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7) 
= w'x'y'z' + w'x ' y'z + w'x'yz' + w'x'yz + w'xy'z' + w'zy'z + 
w'xyz' + w'xyz (see Figure 5), then f = w'. Since a number 
of minterms of the original function are covered by a 
simpler expression, the covered minterms are tagged, and 
therefore are not used to generate g functions (thus cutting 
down the processing time considerably) . 
The least squares method of fitting a curve to a set of 
data was used to find the following set of equations which 
can be used to estimate the amount of time required by the 
combined algorithm program to process a given function 
(N = number of variables in the given function, x = number 
of minterms in the given function) .  
(a) N 3 , time 0 .03x 
3 
+ 0. 7lx 
2 
- 3. 9lx + 6. 58 
(b) N 4 , time 0.46x 2 3. 15x + 5. 95 
(c) N 5, time 0 . 52x 
3 2 
5 .48x + 21. 88x 27 . 56 
2 
(d) N = 6, time = 14. 58x - 8 2. 02x + 133 .19 
In the course of this investigation the following 
conclusions were drawn: 
(1) Even though theoretically the algorithms studied 
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can minimize any Boolean function , having any number of 
variables , made up of any number of minterms (maxterms) , and 
with any number of levels , in practice ,  this generality is 
considerably limited for the following reasons: 
(a) As the number of variables of a function increases , 
the total number of minterms (maxterms) increases 
exponentially (2m , m = number of variables in the 
function) , thus greatly augmenting the amount of 
time required to generate the prime implicants of 
the g functions by the iterated consensus of 
minterms (maxterms) method. 
(b) As the number of minterms (maxterms) of a function 
increases , the total number of g functions 
increases exponentially c 2m-1 , m = number of terms 
of the function) , thus greatly augmenting the 
amount of time required to generate the g 
functions . 
(c) The generation of multiple level solutions of a 
Boolean function is a recursive procedure ; that is , 
prime-ps implicants of f are products of sum prime 
implicants of f ,  prime-sps implicants of f are sums 
of prime-ps implicants of f ,  and so forth . 
(2) The computer programs presented in this thesis were 
limited to handling Boolean functions with at most seven 
variables . The programs could have handled ten-
variable functions (since in Fortran IV the largest possible 
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number of digits-per-integer is 10) , but the limit was set 
at seven variables because of the great amount of time 
required to process functions with eight or more variables. 
(3) The most significant limitation of the computer 
programs implemented in this thesis is the great amount of 
time required to process functions with a large number of 
minterms (maxterms) and/or variables. The programs were run 
on an IBM 360-65 computer. On a faster machine the proces­
sing time would be reduced considerably. Perhaps another 
way of reducing the processing time would be by implementing 
the programs in an assembly language ,  thus taking advantage 
of the binary representation of minterms (maxterms) to 
perform the most time consuming operations; that is , 
iterated consensus of minterms (maxterms) , generation of 
solutions of subsets of minterms (maxterms), and simplifica­
tion of the final prime implicant table. 
(4) A possibility for future research would be to 
develop an algorithm to determine whether a set of minterms 
(maxterms) is either "tightly" grouped , or "loosely" 
grouped , or neither. Once this is established , then the 
best method for simplifying the given function could be 
easily determined; that is , if a set of terms is grouped 
"tightly, " then use Lawler's algorithm; if a set of terms is 
grouped "loosely, " then use Wood's algorithm; if a set of 
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A .  Reflexive Theorem : 
B .  Symmetric Theorem : 





and Y=Z then 
D. Substitution Theorems : if X=Y then X+Z=Y+Z 
if X=Y 
if X=Y 
E. Commutative Theorems : X+Y=Y+X 
XY=YX 
then XZ=YZ 
then X ' =Y '  
F. Associative Theorems : X+(Y+Z)=(X+Y)+Z 
X(Y+Z)=(XY)Z 
G .  Distributive Theorems : X+YZ=(X+Y) (X+Z) 
X(Y+Z)=XY+XZ 
H. Idempotence Theorems: X+X=X 
XX=X 




J. Complements Theorems : X+X=l 
XX ' =O 
K. Dualization Theorems : (X+Y) ' =X ' Y '  
(XY) ' =X ' +Y '  
L. Absorption Theorems : X+XY=X 
X(X+Y)=X 




EXAMPLE USING WOOD'S ALGORITHM 
The following is an example of how Wood ' s  algor ithm 
works , The steps in the example correspond to the steps in 
the algorithm (pp . 21-22). 
( a ) f = l:( 0 ,  2 , 4 , 7) = X I y I Z 1 + X I yz 1 + XY I Z ' + xyz 
(b,c) All the functions which imply f and their prime -ps 
implicants are : 
gl 
= I: ( 0) = x'y'z' 
g2 I:.( 2) x'yz' 
g3 I:( 4) xy'z' 
g4 
- 2:(7) = xyz 
g5 
= I: ( 0,2) x ' z' 
g6 I: (0 , 4) y ' z' 
g7 I:.( 0 , 7) (x+z') (y ' +z) (x ' +y) 
gs l: (2 , 4) z' (x ' y+xy') 
g9 I: ( 2,7) y (x+z') (x'+z) 
glO l: (4 , 7) x ( y ' +z ) ( y +z ' ) 
gll � ( 0,2 , 4) 
Z ! (X ! +y I ) 
gl2 = l: (0 , 2 , 7) (x+z') (x'+z) (x ' +y) 
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gl3 = � (
0 , 4 , 7) (y+z') (x+z') (y ' +z) 
gl4 = I:(2, 4, 7) 
(x+y) (y+z') (x+z') (x ' +y'+z) 
gl5 = I:Co , 2, 4 , 7) (y+z ' )  (x+z') (x'+y'+z) 
( d )  Construct a prime implicant table for f .  
Minterms 
0 2 4 7 
gl = l: (O) 1 
0 0 0 
g2 = I:.(2) 0 1 0 0 
g3 = I:,
(4) 0 0 1 0 
g4 = I:(7) 
0 0 0 1 
g5 = I:,(O, 2) 
1 1 0 0 
g6 = 





, 7) 1 0 0 1 
gs = 
I:_ (2 , 4) 0 1 1 0 
g9 = L° (
2, 7) 0 1 0 1 
glO = I::.(4, 7) 0 0 1 1 
gll = I:(0 , 2 , 4) 1 1 1 0 
gl2 = l:(0 , 2 , 7) 
1 1. 0 1 
gl3 = l:,(0 , 4 , 7) 
1 0 1 1 
gl4 = 1:(
2 , 4 , 7) 0 1 1 1 
gl5 = I:,(0, 2 , 4 , 7) 1 1 1 1 
56 
(e) Possible solutions Number of literals 





g2 + gl3 
9 
g2 + gl5 10 
g3 + gl2 
9 
g3 + gl5 
10 
g4 + gll 
6 
g4 + gl5 
10 
g5 + glO 
7 
g5 + gl3 s 
g5 + gl4 
11 
g5 + gl5 
9 
g6 + g9 7 
g6 + gl2 
s 
g6 + gl4 
11 
g6 + gl5 
9 
g7 + gs 
11 
g7 + gll 
9 
g7 + gl4 
15 
g7 + gl5 
13 
gs + gl2 
11 
gs + gl3 11 
gs + gl5 
12 
g9 + gll 
s 
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Possible solutions Number of literals 
g9 + gl3 11 
g9 + gl5 12 
glO + gll 8 
glO 
+ gl2 11 
glO + gl5 12 
gll + gl2 9 
gll + gl3 9 
gll + gl4 12 
gll + gl5 10 
gl2 + gl3 12 
gl2 + gl4 15 
gl2 + gl5 13 
gl3 + gl4 15 
gl3 + gl5 13 
gl4 + gl5 16 
(f) The minimum literal sps solution is g4 + gll = xyz + 
z I ( X I + y I ) • The minimum literal ps solution is gl5 
l:(0 , 2 , 4 , 7) = (y+z') (x+z) (x' +y ' +z ) . 
APPENDIX C 
EXAMPLE USING LAWLER'S ALGORITHM 
The following is an example of how Lawler's algorithm 
works. The steps in the example correspond to the steps in 
the algorithm (pp. 32-35) . 
(a) f = I,(0, 2, 4 , 7) = x'y ' z' + x'yz' + xy ' z' + xyz 
(b) The functions implied by x'y'z ' are: 
gl I:( O )  x'y'z' 
g2 l:.(0, 2) x'z' 
g3 l:(0,4) x'y' 
g4 
r.<0, 2, 4) z I (X I +y I) 
g5 = t:.(0 , 7) (x+z') (y'+z) (x ' +y) 
g6 r:,(0, 4,7) (y+z') (x+z') (y ' +z) 
g7 I:( 0, 2, 7) (x+z') (x'+z) (x ' +y) 
g8 I:(0, 2, 4,
7) (y+z') (x+z ' )  (x ' +y'+z) 
g3 
is minimal; tag x'y ' z '  and xy'z'. 
(c1) The next untagg
ed minterm is x ' yz 1 ; the subsets of the 
minterms selected thus far (x ' y ' z' and x ' yz') are G1 = 
(x'y'z') , G2 = (x'yz') , and G3 = (x'y'z', x
1 yz 1 ) ;  the 
functions implied by G1 have already been generated in 
step (b) ; the functions implied by G2 are: 
I:(2) 
l:( 0 , 2) 
r..<2 ,  4 )  
x'yz' 
same as above 




I:,(2, 7) y (x +z ' ) (x ' +z) 
g5 !.(0, 2, 4) same as above 
g6 l:(0, 2,
7) same as above 
g7 2:,(2, 4, 7) (x+y) (y+z') (x+z') (x'+y'+z) 
gs I:( 0 , 2 , 4 , 
7) same as above 
g2 
is minimal: 
the functions implied by G3 are: 
gl I:(0, 2) same as above 
g2 l:,(0, 2, 4) 
same as above 
g3 = I:,(0, 2,
7) same as above 
g4 
= I:(0, 2, 4, 7) same as above 
g2 
is minimal . 
(d1) The intermediate covering 
solution for the g functions 
generated thus far is i = (o, 2, 4) = z' (x'+y') . 
(e1) Tag x'y ' z' (already tagged) and x'yz ' and xy'z ' 
(already tagged) . 
(c2
) The next untagged minterm is xyz ; the subsets of the 
minterms selected thus far (x ' y'z ' and x'yz' and xyz) 
are: 
G1 
(x'y ' z') , G2 
= (x ' yz') , G3 
= (x'y'z', x'yz') , 
G
4 
(xyz) , G5 = (x'y'z
', xyz) , G6 
= (x ' yz ' , xyz) , 
G7 (x'y'z', x'yz', xyz) ; the functions implied by G1 , 
G2, G3
, have already been generated in steps (b) and (c1
) ;  




l:( 0 , 7 ) 
xyz 
same as above 
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g3 
!:(2, 7) same as above 
g4 I:
(4, 7) x*y'+z) (y+z ' )  
g5 
I:(0, 2,7) same as above 
g6 l:.
(0, 4, 7) (y+z ' ) (x+y') (y'+z) 
g7 
I:(2, 4, 7) same as above 
g8 
I:,(0, 2, 4, 7) same as above 
gl 
is minimal; 
the functions implied by G
5 
are: 
gl C( O , 7) 
same as above 
g2 
l:( O ,  2, 7) same as above 
g3 �
(O , 4, 7) same as above 
g4 
= I:.(0, 2, 4,7) same as above 
g3 
is minimal ; 




I:,(2 , 7) same as above 
g2 
r:co, 2, 7) same as above 
g3 
I:,(2 9 4, 7) same as above 
g4 
'£.(0, 2,4, 7) same as above 
gl 
is minimal; 




I:,(2, 4, 7) same as above 
g2 l:(0, 2, 4,7) 




The intermediate covering solution for the terms 
selected thus far (x'y'z' and x'yz' and xyz) is i 
l:,(0, 2, 4, 7) = (y+z') (x+z') (x'+y ' +z). 
(e
2) Tag x'y'z', x'yz', xy'z' (all three have already been 
tagged ) and xyz. 
(f ) All the terms of the original function have been 
tagged . 
( g ) 
minimal G
l = l:.( 0 , 4) 
minimal G2 I:.( 0, 2 ) 






minimal G6 = l:,
(2 , 7 )  
minimal G7 = 2:( 0, 2, 4, 7 ) 




Gl + G7 
G2 + G5 
G
2 + G7 
G






G3 + G7 
G4 + G7 
G5 + G6 




0 2 4 7 
1 0 1 0 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
1 0 1 1 
0 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 














(i) G3 + 
G
4 = 
xyz + z' (x'+y') is the minimal sps solution 
because it has the least number of literals. The 
minimal ps solution is the irredundant ps expression 
Il0, 2, 4, 7) = (y+z') (x+z') (x'+y'+z) . 
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A P P EN D I X  D 
COMPUTER LISTING OF WOOD'S ALGORITHM PROGRAM 









C ,. ... 
C 
1 0 0 0  
1 0  




D I M E N  S I ON I S U B  ( 3 2 ) , M I  NO E C ( 1 2 3 ) , M A X  T I 1 2 8 ) , M l N ( 9 g 9 ) , 
C M I X I 9 9 9 ) , M I I\J U l D ( 1 6  ) , MT  A G  ( 1 6 ) , L I N f ( 1 6  ) , M A X  ( l 2 8 J 
C OM M O N  I I l , l\iM L f E X ( 5 1 2 ) , I S OL ( l 0 , 5 l l- ) , N J J J J ( '::i l 2 l , J .J J J  
C O M  MO I\! M I  N L  I T , iv! l N M  I N ( 8 ,  8 ) , I T A B  ( 3 2 l , i'J E X  { 3 2 ) , N L  I T { 32  l 
( GM MO N  M A X C HK , K S O L ( 1 0 , 3 2 )  
N I S  T H E NU i"', B E i{ O F  M I  NT E R � S  
L EN G T H  I S  T H E  1WM B E R  LJ F  L I T E R ,� L S  P .J A T E R M  
R E A [)  ( 5 , 1 0 ) N , L E N G T H  
I F ( N . E Q . O l  S TO P  
F C R M A T  ( 2 1 2 )  
� I N D E C  I S  T H E  DEC I M AL E Q U I V A L EN T  O F  A � I N T E R M  
� EA D  ( 5 , 1 2 )  ( M T N O E C ( l ) ,  I = l , N ) 
F OR 1"' AT  ( 2 5 I 3 )  
C A L L  Z E RO T K  
M AXT  I S A N  ARR � Y  I N  W H I C H  A R E  S TOR E D  T H E  M AX T E � MS O R  
M I N T E K M S  
C AL L  M A X X  ( L E NG T H , M A XT )  
MAXC rl K = O W H I L E  F I ND I N G P S  A N D  S P S  S O L U T I O N S  
!"1 AX C H K > O W H I L E  F l 1�D I N G  S P  A N D  P S P  S D L U T I O N S  
1'1 A X C H K= 0 
DO  7 I =  1 ,  l'IJ 
M l N I S  T H E  N U �1F. R. l C  E !.) U I V A L E N T  !J F ,1. M I I\JT E R M  
M I I\J { r l = MA X T ( M ir� O E C ( I l + U 
P R I NT 5 
F OR � A T  ( 1 H 0 , 1 1 I N T E RM S OF T H E  OR I G I NA L  FU NCT i nN ' ) 
P R I N T 6 ,  ( � I N ( l l , 1 = 1 , N )  
6 F CJ R M  A T ( l H , l-, I l O ) 
G U  TO  1 1  
9 P R I N T 8 
8 F Ok M 1H ( l H O ,  ' 11 A X T E R M S  or T H E  U R I G i r-.J ,\ L  F U NC T I Oi\J ' ) 
P � I N T 6 , ! M l N ( l l , I = l , N ) 
NN I S  T i ff T OT A L  N UM B E R  O F  S U B F U NC T I 1J f-� S TH I\ T  M U S T 
B E  GE N F RA T E D  
1 1  N N= Z * * r\1 - 1  
NUMT E R  [ S  T H E  T O T AL N UM B E R  O F  T E RM S  G E N E R A T F D  
N U� T E R = 2 * * L ENGTH  
M I N L I T = l O O  
C A L L ON E ( NN , N , NU MT E R , M A X T , M I N , L EN G T H )  
C A L L  S P O R P S ( NI\J )  
C AL L  S P S P S P  ( NN , � )  
C A L L  T i r'1E T t<  ( T ) 
P R I N T 1 ,  T 
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1 F GK M A T  t l H , ' T I M E = ' , f 6 . 2 )  
I F ( M A X C HK . G T . 0 1  GU T O  1 00 0  
C T HE N E X T F E W  I N S T JU CT I ONS S E L E C T  T H E  � A X T ER M S T O  B E  
C U S E D  I N  F I N U I NG T HE M I N I M AL S P  AND  P S P  E X P R E S S I O NS  
799  D O  8 0 0  l = l , :\l 
0 0  8 0 0  J= l , NUMT E R  
1 F P'1 I N {  I ) . E Q . M A X T ( J ) J M I\ X T ( J ) =- M A X T ( J )  
8 0 0  C ON T I N U E  
J=O  
DO 8 0 1 I = l ., N UM T E R  
! F P-1 A X T ( I ) . L T . 0 )  GO T O  8 0 1 
J =J + l  
t-i l N { J ) = MA X T { l l  
8 0 1  C ON T I N U F:  
N=J 
D O  8 0 2 I = l , NUrH E R 
8 02 :V1 A X T ( I ) = I A !3 S ( l'�t\ X T ( I ) )  
M A X C '-l K = Mt\ X C HK + l 
C .AL t. Z E RO T K  
G U  T O  g 
E ND 
64 
S UB RD U T I N E  M A X X  ( LE NGTH , MA X T )  
C 
C T H I S S U BR O l l T U�E G EN E R AT E S  A L L  T HF.: M A X T E R M S  OR M I NH: R MS 
C I N  NJ M E R I C A L F Ok M  
C T H E  NUM B E R  UF  L I T ER AL S  I N  E A C H  O F  T H E  T E RM S I S  
C S P E C I F I E D B Y  " L E N GT H "  
C 
U I M E N S I ON M AX T ( l 2 B l  
C UM M J \i I I I , NM  l T E X ( 5 l 2 ) , I S O L ( l O , 5 1 2 l , 01 J J J J ( 5 1 2 ) , J J J J 
C LM MO i\J M 1 1\J l I T ,  M I N  M I  N ( 8 ,  8 ) , I T  A b  ( 3 2 ) ., i� F X ( 3 2 l , N L I  T ( 3 ? ) 
C O M MON  M A X C H K , K S OL ( l 0 , 3 2 ) 
N = L f: \J G T H  
N N = 2 * * r� 
D O  7 0 0  I = l , N N 
M A X = O  
I D l V = [ - 1  
J = l  
7 05 I QlH J = I D J V / 2  
I N[ i-./ =  I Q U0 �' 2  
I D I F = I D  I V- l l � E W  
I F ( I O I F . E Q . O )  G O  T O  7 10 
M A X = M A X • Z * l O* * { J - 1 ) 
J = J + l  
I D I V = I Q t J rJ 
I F ( W I V . E i) . l) J  G O  TO  7 20 
G O  T O  7 0 5  
7 1 0  MAX = M A X + l O* * ( J- 1 ) 
.J = J + l  
I F ( I O I V . E : ) . O )  G U  TO  7 20 
I D  I V = I Q  UfJ 
G u  T O  7 0 ? 
7 2 0  N M l = �J - 1  
0 0  7 4 0 K= 1 ,  i-.JM l 
NT E flJ =  1 0 ,:, ,;, K 
I F ( M A X . L T . N T E f� l  G O  T O  7 5 0  
G O  T J  7 1+0 
7 5 0  M AX = • 1 A X  t- fH E '-..J 
7 4 0  C ON T I N U F  
M A X  T ( I ) = M 1i, X 
7 00 C OI\J T HJ U F.-
P R  I f·H 7 '?. 9  
7 2 9  F OR M A T  ( l H O , ' A L L  M A X TE R M S  1J R.  M l f'J T E R. M S  T N  l�U M E R I CA L  
C F O K"1 ' ) 
P R I NT 7 3 0 , ( M A X T { I I ,  I = l , N N J  
7 3 0  F OK. M A T  ( l H 0 , 6 1 1 0 )  
R E T U R N  
E ND 
65 
S UB R O U T I N E O N E  ( NN , N , NUMT E R , M AX T , /H l� , L E N GT H )  
C 
C T H I S S U BR OU T I NE G E N E R AT ES A L L  T HE G FUNCT l ON S  O F  T H E  















6 0 7  
61 5 
t, 2 0  
6 2 2  
6 3 0  
D I M E N S I ON I S U B ( 3 2 ) , M A XT ( l 2 8 ) , M I N ( g 9 g J , M [ X ( 99 9 ) , 
C M A X (  1 2 8 )  
C OM MON  I I I , NML T E X ( 5 1 2 l , I S O L ( l 0 , 5 U } , N J J J J ( 5 1 2 ) , J J J J  
C OM �ON  M I N L I T , M I N M I N ( 8 , 8 J , 1 T A 3 ( 3 2 l , N F X ( 3 2 ) , N L I T ( 3 2 )  
C OM MO N  MA X C H K , K S O L ( l 0 , 3 2 )  
D O  6 0 0  l = l , N N 
I l l  I S  T H E  NU MB E R  O F  TH E S U B F UNCT I O N HE I N G G E N E R AT E D  
I I I =  I 
T HI: N E X T  F E W  I N S T K U C T I ON S  G E N E R A T E T H E  COM rn NA T I ON S  O F  
T ER M S  T HA T  W I L L E NT E R  I NT O  T H E  CON S E N S U S  O P E RA T I ON 
CAL L MD O { N , I S UA , I , J ) 
J J J  I S  T H E  NUM B E R  OF  T E R M S  T HA T  W I L L E N T E R  I N T O  T H E  
C ON S E N S US O P E RA T I ON 
J J J = J - 1  
D O  6 1 5  L = l , NUMT E R  
M A X  I S  A N  A R f� /\Y  I N  WH l C H /\ R E S T CiR E fJ T H E  M I N T E R MS OR 
M A X T ER M S  T E M PC R A R I L Y 
M AX ( L ) = MA X T ( U  
T H� � E X T  F E H  I N S T R U C T I O N S  S E L EC T  T H E M I N T E R M S  OR 
M A X TE RM S T H AT W [ L L  B E  U S E D I N  T HE C ON S EN S U S  OP ER A T I O N 
D O  6 2 0 L = l , J J J  
D O  6 2 0  l l = l , �UMT E R  
l AG T E R r,.,1 S  T H AT  W I LL N OT B E  U S E O T N  T H E  CON S E N S U S  
O P E R. A T I ON 
I F f M AX ( L L I . E Q . M I N ( I S U b ( l ) ) )  M A X ( L L ) =- M I N (  I S U B ( L l )  
C O�J T I N U E  
J = l  
DO 6 3 0 L = l , I\I UMT E R  
l F ( Mi\ X (  U . L T . O )  G O  T O  6 3 0  
S T O RE I f\J M I X TH E T E R M S T H AT •rJ l L L G E  U S E D  I N  THf.:  
C ON S E N S US O P E RAT I ON 
M I X ( J l = MA X { L )  
J = J + l  
C CHH T NU E::  
N T l: 1{ "1 S I S  T H E  N U M BE R  Of T E R M S  T O  B E  US E D  I N  T H E  
C ON S E N S US O P E R A T I ON 
N T E  R ,-1 S = J - l 
C AL L  C O N S /\J S  UH F R M S , M I  X , L E NS T H ) 
6 0 0  C ON T I NU E  
R E TURN  
f. N D  
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S UBRO UT I N E MDO ( N , I S UB , I , J )  
C 
C TH I S S U B � O UT I NE U SE S  MODU L AR AR I T H M E T I C  T O  C ON V E RT 
C W HO L E  N UM B ER S TO  T H E I R  M I R R O R  B I N A R Y  E QU I V A L E NT S ;  
C THf N ,  W H E N E V E R  A " l "  OCCU RS  I N  T HE M l R R O R  B I N A R Y  
67 
C NUMf3E R ,  T H E  " 1 1 1  1 S  CONV E R T E D  T O  I T S  D E C I MA L  P OS I T I ONAL  
C V AL U E  A ND S TO RE D  I N  I SU B ;  T H U S  I S UB  C O N T A I N S All  T H E  
POS S I BL E  C O M B I NAT I ONS  OF  N U M B E R S  F R OM l T O N 
C 
D I M E N S I ON I SU B ( 3 2 t  
C OMMO N I I I , NMLT E X ( 5 1 2 ) , I S OL ( 1 0 , 5 1 2 l , NJ J J J { 5 1 2 ) , J J J J  
C O f'  1 M O  N M f "J L I T  , M l 1� M I N i 8 , 8 ) , I T /UH 3 2 ) , N F X { 3 2 J , N L [ T  ( 3 2 } 
C OMMON M A X C HK , K S OL ( l 0 , 3 2 ) 
J = l  
C N I S  T H E  N U M B E R  O F  T E R M S  T H A T  W I L L  B E  U S E D  T O  F O RM 
C C OM B I N A T I ON S  
D O  6 0 4  I I = l , N  
C I I S  T H E N U M B ER � E I N G CON V E R TED  T O  M I R ROR  B I NARY  FORM  
I S U 8 ( J ) =M UU ( l / 2 ** ( I I - l ) , 2 1  
I F ( I S UB ( J J  . EQ . l. )  GO T O  6 0 3  
GO  T O  6 04 
603  I SU B ( J ) -= I I 
J = J +- 1  
6 04 C ON T if'.J U E  








S UBROUT I NE C O N S N S  ( N , M I N , L E N G TH )  
T H I S S U BRO U T I NE U S E S  NUMf R I C AL I T E R AT E D  CO N S E N S US T O  
F I ND T H E  P R I M E I M PL I C AN T S  O F  T H E  F U NC T I ON �H O S E  TER M S  
A k E  S T O R E � I N  � I N  
O l � F N S I ON I NDX f 5 0 0 , 9 ) , J ( 9 ) , L ( 9 t  
D I M E N S I ON M I N ( 9 99 ) , M I NCON ( 99 Q ) , MA X T ( l 2 8 )  
C OMMON  l l l , 1\lML T E X l 5 1 2 ) , I S O L ( 1 0 , S L Z )  , N J J J J ( 5 1 2 ) , J J J J  
C OM MO N  M I N L I T , M I N M I N ( 8 , 8 ) , [ T A B ( 3 2 1 , N E � ( 3 2 ) , N L I T ! 32 )  
C O M MO N  MA X C H K , K SOL ( 1 0 , 3 2 )  
N t� =f\J  
D O  1 5  [ = 1 , N  
1 5  M AX T ( I ) = i-1 I N ( I )  
L P l = L E N GT H + l 
DO  9 9  I = l , L P l  
9 9  J ( I l = O  
D O  1 0 0  I = l  , N  
NUM2 S = O  
MTE M P = M I N { I )  
C COUNT  T HE N U M B E R  OF  U NCOM PL E M E N T E O  V AR I A B L E S  
1 0 1  M QUO= M T E M P / 1 0  
M D I F = � T EM P-MQUO * l O 
I F ( M D I F . E Q . � )  N UM2 S = N UM2 5 + 1  
I F ( M Q UO . E Q . O )  GO  T O  1 02 
M T E MP = M QUO  
G O  TO  1 0 1 
1 02 D O  1 0 3  I 2= 1 , L P 1  
N02 S = I 2- l  
I F ( N U M 2 S . � E . N02 S )  GO  TO  1 0 3 
J ( I 2 ) = J ( l 2 1 + 1 
C S TO R E  T E R rv1 S  ACC O R D I NG TU  N l J M A ER OF  UNCO MPL l: M E NT E D  
C V At H  A BL E S  
I NDX ( J (  I 2 1 d 2 l = M I N (  l )  
GO  TO  l 00  
1 0 3  C CN T I N lH 
1 00 C OI\I T I N U E  
L ! L P l ) = O 
9 8  N T O T = O  
0 0  1 0 9 I = l , L E NG T H  
K =O 
N CO N = O  
I 3= J ( I )  
I F ( I 3 . E Q . O )  �O TO  1 1 4 
1 1t = J ( I +  1 I 
I F  ( I '+ .  E Q .  0 I G U  TO  1 1 4 
C A T T E � P T  T O  FORM  C O N S E NSUS , T E R M S  BE T W E E N  A D J AC E N T  GK O U � S  
DO  1 0 4  1 5 = 1 , 1 3  
DO 1 0 4  1 6= 1 , 1 4  
i"i I N l :: l A BS ( I NO X (  1 5 , 1 ) )  
M I N 2 = I /\ l� S ( I N O X ( 1 6 , 1 + 1 1 )  
69 
MO I F= I A BS ( M I N 1-M I N2 )  
C C H E C K  TO S E E  WH E T H E R  A CONS E NSUS  T E RM HAS  B E EN F O RM E D  










I F ( MD I F . E Q . 1 0 )  GO T O  106  
I F ( MO I F . E Q . 1 0 0 )  G O  TO  1 06 
I F { MD I F . E Q . 1 000 ) GO T O  1 06 
I F { MD I F . E Q . 1 qoo o ,  GO  TO 1 06 
I F ( M D I F . EQ . 1 000 00 ) GO  T O  1 06 
I F ( M D l f . EQ . 1 00 J 0 0 0 t GO T O  1 0 6  
I F ( M D I F . E Q . 1 0 0000 00 ) GO T O  1 06 
GO TO 1 04 
NCON= NC ON + l  
N TO T= N T OT + l 
S T O R E  T HE C ON S E N S US T ERM  
M I NCO� ( NT O T ) = M I NO ( M I N 1 , M I N2 j -MO I F  
T AG T H E  T E R M S  U S E D  I N  T H E  C O N S E NS U S  O P E R A T I ON  
1 N DX ( I 5 , I ) = - f-1 I N l 
I ND X ( I 6 , I + l ) =-M I N2 
CONT I NU E  
N C N N  I S  T H E  N UM B E R  OF C ONS E N S U S  T E RM S ( W I THO UT 
DUP L I CA TE S ) GEN E R AT E D  B E T W E E N  T H E  P R E V I OU S  P A I R S  O F  
GROUP S ( I F  ANY t 
NCN  N= NT  OT-NC. Of\l 
C H E C K  T O  S E E  W H E THE R 2 OR  M O � E  C ON S EN S U S  T ER M S  H A V E  
B E E N  F O RM E D ; I F  NOT G O  T O  T H E  N EX T  P A I R  O F  A DJ A C EN T  
GROU P S ;  I F  YE S ,  C H E C K  FOR  D U P L I CAT E S  
I F ( NC ON . L T . 2 1  GU  TO 1 14 
N TOTM  l = NT (J T - 1 
N PL US = N TO T-NCON + l 
C T AG DU P L I C A T E  CO N S E N S US T E R M S  
o n  1 1 0 K l = N PLUS , N T O TM l 
M I N l = I A BS ( M I N CON ( K l ) ) 
K l P l = K l + l  
DO  1 1 0  K2 = K 1 P l � N T O T  
M I N 2 = 1 A BS ( M I NCON ( K2 ) ) 
I F ( M I N 1 . E Q . M I N2 l  M I NC ON ( K2 j =-M I N2  
1 1 0 CON T I N U E  
C E L I M I N A T E  T AGGE D  T ERM S F R O M  T H E  C O N S E N S U S  L I S T 
DO  1 1 1  K l = N P L US , N TD T  
C 
I F ( M I N C ON ( K U . L T . O ) G O  TO  1 1 7  
NCN N= NC N N + l  
M I NC O N { NC N N ) =M I NC ON { K l ) 
GO T J  1 1 1 
1 1 7 K = K + l  
1 1 1  CONT  I N U E  
N TOT= NC NN 
1 1 4 L ( I l = NC ON-K 
1 09 C ON T I "J U E 
C H E C K  T O  S E E  W H E T HE R  ANY CON S EN SU S  T E R M S H A V E  B E EN 
F OR M E D DUR I NG T H [ S  P A SS 
I F { N T OT . E Q . O )  G O  TD 1 99 
K K= O  
C E L I M I NA T �  T H E  T E R MS U SED  I N  T H E  C ON S E N SUS  OP E RA T I ON 
DO  1 1  3 I =  l , L P  1 
K=O 
1 2= J ( I )  
I F ( 1 2 . E Q . O )  GO T O  1 1 3 
DO 1 0 7  1 3 = 1 , 1 2  
I F ( I N D X { I 3 , I ) . L T . O ) G O  TD  1 0 7  
K=K+ l 
I ND X ( K ,  I) = I ND X {  1 3 , 1 ) 
1 0 7  C ONT I NU E  
1 3 = U I )  
I F (  1 3 . E Q . O )  G O  TO  1 1 8 
C A DD T H E  N EW C ON S E NS US T ER M S  T O  T H E  COR R E S P O N D I NG 
C G ROUP S 
DO 1 0  8 1 4= 1 , I 3 
K K= KK  + 1 
1 08 I ND X ( K+ l 4 , l ) = M I NC ON ( K K ) 
1 1 8 J { I ) = K + U l )  
1 1 3 C O NT I NU E  
C GO  B A C K  T H R O UGH T HE L OO P  ANO  A T T E M P T  TO  F O R M  N E W  
C C ON S E N S US T ER M S  
G O  T O  9 8  
1 99 K K = O  
D O  1 1 5  1 = 1 , L P l  
1 2= J ( I )  
I F ( I 2 . E Q . O )  GO T O  1 1 5 
DO 1 1 6  1 3 = 1 , 1 2  
KK= KK+ l 
1 1 6 M I N ( K K ) = I N D X ( I 3 , 1 '  
1 1 5  C ON T I NU E  
N = K K  
C A L L  T A BL E  ( N , N N , M I N , MA X T )  




S U B R O UT I N E T A BL E  { K 1 N , I MP , MA X T ) 
C 
C T H I S S U BR O U T I NE C ON S T RU C T S  A T A BL E  I N  W H I CH TH E  
C H OR I Z O N TA L  AX I S  R EP R E SE NT S  T H E  T E R M S O F  T H E  F UNCT I O N , 
C A ND T H E  V E R T I CA L  AX I S  R E P R E S EN T S  T H E  P R I ME I M P l . r r:ANT S 
C OF TH E FU NC T I ON ;  J T A B ( I , J ) = l  I F  T E R M { ! )  I N C L ! i : 
C I MP L I C A N T ( J ) ,  O T HE R W I SE J T A B ( I , J } = O 
C 
C 
I NT E G E R*2  J T A B  
D I M E N S I ON J T AB ( l 2 B , 2 0 ) , I M P ( 9 9 9 } , M A X T { l 2 8 }  
D I M F NS I ON I SU B ( 32 1 
C OMMON  I I I , NMLTE X ( 5 1 2 ) , I S OU l 0 , 5 1 2 J , N J J JJ [ 5 1 2 ) , J J J J  
COMMO N  M I N L I T , M I N M I N ( 8 , 8 ) , I T A B ( 3 2 1 , N E X { 3 2 )  , N L I T ( 32 )  
C O M MO N  MAX C HK , K S OL ( l 0 , 3 2 1 
DO  3 0 5  J = l , K  
DO  3 0 0  I = l , N  
I SUM= MA XT ( I ) + I M P {  J I  
3 0 1 I QUO= I S UM / 1 0  
I O I F = I S UM- I QUO* l O  
I F ( I O I F . N E . 3 )  G O  T O  3 0 2  
G O  T CJ  3 03 
302  I SU M = I Q LJO 
I F { I S U M . E Q . O )  GO TO  3 04 
GU  TO  3 0 1  
3 0 3  J T A :3 ( 1 , J ) = O 
G O  T O  3 00 
3 0 4  J T A tH I , J ) = l  
3 0 0  C ON T I N U E  
3 0 5  C ONT I N U E  
C T H E  S UB ROU T I NE N E X T  S EL EC T S  T HE E S S E NT C AL I M PL I C ANT S 
C ( I F A N Y l A N D  FO R M S  A R E DU C E D  TA BL E WH I CH H A S  ON  I T S 
C H OR I ZON T A L  AX I S  T HE M I NT E R M S  OR  � A X T E RM S  WH I C H DD NOT  
C COV E R  T H E  E S S E N T I AL I MP L I CA N T S , A N U  ON T H E  V E RT I CAL  
C AX I S  T H E  C O N D I T I ON A L L Y  E L I M I N A B L E I MP L I CA N T S  ( I F AN Y )  
C 
DO  4 0 0  J =  1 ,  N 
I SU M = O  
DO  4 1 0  I = l , K  
4 1 0 I SUM= I S UM + J T A B ( J , I )  
I F ( I S U M . E Q . l )  GO  TO  4 2 0  
G O  T O  4 00 
4 20 DO  43 0 I I = l , K 
I f ( J T A B ( J , I I ) . E Q . l )  GO  T O  44 0 
G O  TO  4 30 
440 I F ( I M P { I I ) . L T . O )  GO T O  400  
I MP  ( I I ) -=- I M P  ( I I ) 
GO T O  4 00 
430  C O N T I N U E  
400  C O N T I N U E  
D O  45 0 I = l , K  
I F ( l '-1 P ( I ) . L T . Q ) GD TO  4 60 
GO T O  4 50 
460  00  47 0 J= l , N  
I F ( J T A B ( J , I ) . F. Q . l )  MA X T ( J ) = - I AB S { M A X T ( J ) J 
4 70 CONT I NU E  
4 50  CON T I N U E  
J = l  
DO  lt 8 0  I = l , N  
I F ( MA X T t i ) . L T . C) }  GO T O  48 0 
DO 4 7 9  J J= l , K  
4 7 9  J TA B ( J , J J ) = J TAB ( I , J J ) 
J = J + l  
4 8 0  CONT I NU E  
N=J - 1  
J J J J = O  
D O  4 9 5  l = l  , K  
I F {  [ M P (  I )  . L T . O )  G O  TO  496  
G O  TD  495  
496  J J J J= J J J J + l 
I f ( J J J J . GT . 1 0 )  GO  TO  49 2 
I F ( J J J J � GT . � I NL I T )  GO TO  5 0 1 
I SOL ( J J J J , I  I I  J = I A B S ( I M P (  I ) ) 
N J J J J  t I I I )  = J J J J  
495  CONT I NU E  
I F t N . E Q . O )  GO T O  492 
J JJ = O  
J=l  
DO  48 l I =  l ,  K 
I F ( I M P ( I ) . L T . O )  G O  T O  4 8 2  
DO 48 3 J J = l , N  
483 J T A B ( J J , J ) = J TAB ( J J , 1 )  
I MP ( J ) = I M P  ( I ) 
J=J + l  
G O  T O  4 8 1  
4 8 2  J JJ =J J J + l  
4 8 1  CON T I NU F.  
K=K-J J J  
C 
C N E X T , T HE S U BROUT I N E  S E L E CT S  T H E  C OM B I N AT I ON S  O F  
72  
C COND I T I ON A L L Y E L I M I NA BLE  I M P L I CANT S T HA T  TO G E T H E R  W I TH 
C T HE E S S EN T I AL I MP L I C A N T S  F O R M  A N  I R R E D UN D A NT 
C E X P R E S S I ON 
C 
N N= 2 **K- l  
N SUB= l 
500  D O  6 0 0  I = l , NN 
C AL L M D D ( N -, I SU B , I , J J  
J J J=J - 1  
I F ( J J J . EQ . N SU B )  G O  T O  6 0 1  
G O  T O  6 00 
60 1 00  640  L= l , N  
I SU�=O  
00 63 0 M= l ,  J J J  
I SU M = I S UM + J T A B ( L , I S U B ( M ) ) 
6 3 0  C ON T I NU E  
I F ( I S UM . E Q . O J  G O  T O  6 00 
640 C ONT I NU E  
O D  6 7 0  1 1 = 1 , J J J  
J J J J = J J J J + l  
I F ( J J J J . G T . 1 0 )  GO T O  49 2 
I F ( J J J J . G T . M l NL I T )  G O  T O  50 1 
I S O L  ( J J J J , l J I } = I M P  ( I S UB ( I I .I ) 
N J J J J ( I  I I  > = J J J J  
6 7 0  C O N T I N U E  
GO  T O  4 9 2  
6 0 0  C ON T I NU E  
N SUB=  N S  UB+  l 
I F ( N S U B . GT . N )  GO TO 4 92 
G O  T O  5 0 0 
492 L I T SU M = O 
NNN=N J J J J ( I I l ) 
D O  7 1 1 L = l , N NN 
I T E M P = I SOL { L , I I I J  
7 1 2  I QUO= I T EM P / 1 0  
I D I F = I T E M P- I QUO * l O  
l F ( l D I F . E Q . O )  G O  TO  7 07 
L I T  SUM= L I T S  UM+ l 
7 07 I F ( I Q UO . E Q . O )  GO  TO 7 1 1 
J T E MP = I QU lJ  
G O  TO  7 1 2 
7 1 1  CON T I N U E  
N ML  T E X  ( I l I ) = L I T S  U M  
R E T URN  
5 0 1  N M L T E X ( I l l l = J J J J  




S UB R O U T I N E S PORP S ( NN }  
C 
C T H I S S U BRO U T I NE S E L EC TS ANO  OUT PUT S THE  M I N l �AL  S P  
C ( P S I  SO L U T I ON 
C 
D I ME N S I ON I M POUT  ( 2 2 )  
C OM M  D N I l I , NM l T E  X ( 5 1 2  l , I S OL ( l O , 5 l Z ) , NJ  J J J ( 5 1 2 ) , J J J J 
C (jM MD N M I N L I T , M I N M I N ( 8 , 8 ) , I T A B ( 3 Z J , N l: X l 3 2 t  , N L I T ( 32 )  
C OMMON  MA X C HK , K S OL ( l 0 , 3 2 ) 
I F ( MA X C HK . E Q . O )  P R I N T  7 08 
I F { MA X C HK . G T . O )  P R I N T  8 0 3  
8 0 3  F ORMA T ( l H O , ' M I N I M U M  S P  SO L U T I ON ' ) 
7 08 FOR M A T  { l H O , • M I N I MU M  P S  SOL U T I ON ' ) 
NT WM2 l = O  
M A Xl I T =  1 
N SWT C H = O  
I F ( 1"1 A X L  I T  • L E • N J  J J J ( N N ) ) M X GT F l = N J  J J J ( N :� ) 
I F ( M A X L I T . GE . NJ J J J ( N N ) )  M K G T F l = MA X l l f 
NNN =I\J J J J J ( NN )  
NG  T E L =  N !-..JN+  1 
D O  7 0 0  1 = 1 , N r-..JN 
I M P  I N = I SO L ( I , NN ) 
I F ( MA XC HK . E Q . O l  C A L L  CONVRT  ( I M P I N , I M P OU T , L E NGT H )  
I F ( M AX C HK . GT . O )  C A L L  CONM ( �  ( I M P I N , I M P OUT , L E �G T H ) 
7 2 3  N SWTC H = N S W T C H+L ENGT H  
P R I NT 7 52 , I M P OU T  
7 5 2  F OR M A T  ( l H , 2 5 A l )  
7 00 CONT I NU E  
NGT I N = N S W T C H +NNN  
7 1 8  P R I N T  7 09 , N S WTCH  
7 0 9  F OR"'\A T (  ] H  , ' NU M B ER O f  S W I TC H E S= 1 1 I 2 )  
P R I N T 7 1 5 , NG T I N  
7 1 5  FOR� i\ T ( l H , ' NUMA ER O F  GA T E  I NP U T S = ' ,  ! 2 ) 
PR I N T 7 1 3 , N G T E L  
7 1 3  F D RM I\T { l H , • NUM B E R O F  G A T F E L l:: M E N T S = ' ,  1 2 )  
P R I N T  7 1 4 , M XG TF I 
7 1 4 F ORM tH ( l H , ' MA X I MUM GATE  F A N- I N= ' ,  1 2 )  
R F. T UR �� 
E ND 
75 
s us q o u T I N E  S P SP S P  ( N S OL , N )  
C 
C T H I S S U 3ROU T I NE F I NDS  T H E  NU M E R I C AL S P S ( P S P J  S O L UT I ON 
C 
r .., 
O I M E N S I ON I M POUT ( 22 ) , I SUB ( 3 2 l , MAXL I T C 4 ) , N T WM 2 L l 9 ) 
C OMMON  I I I , NM L T E X ( 5 1 2 ) , I S OL { l 0 , 5 1 2 ) , N J J J J ( 5 1 2 ) , J J J J  
C OM MO N  M I  N L  I T , M I N M  I N ( 8 ,  8 )  , l T A  [H 3 2 ) , N E  X ( 3 2 ) , N L  I T ( 3 2 ) 
COM MO N  MAX C HK , K S OL (  l 0 , 32 )  
C THE  N E X T  F E W  I N S T R UC T I ONS G E N� R A T E  THE  COM R I NAT I ONS UF 
C t= X P R E S S I ON S  T HAT F ORM  A S O LU T I ON Mrn S E L E CT T HO S E  
C THAT  H A V E  T H E  L EA S T  NUMB E R  OF  L I T E R A L S  
C 
N N= N S O L  
M I N SU M = l OO 
NM l = N S D L - 1  
7 1 9 D O  7 0 0  I = l , NM l  
I P l = I + l 
00 7 0 0  J = I P l , NS O L  
NMLT E X ( l > = O 
N TW M 2 L  I l )  = O  
MAX L I T ( l )  = 1 
t\iMLTF X ( 2 )  = O  
N T W M 2 U  2 ) -= 0  
M AX L I T ( 2 ) = l  
C AL L  O K R  ( 1 , J , K )  
I F ( K . N E . N N )  GO  TO  7 00 
L I T S U M= NML T EX l l ) +N M L T EX ( J )  
I F ( L I T S I JM . G T . M I N S UM }  GO T O  7 0 0 
r-i I N  S J  M=  L I T S U i"1 
I F ( M4 XC HK . E Q . O l  P R I NT 7 5 1  
7 5 1  F ORMA T ( l HO , ' M I N I MU M  S P S  S O L UT I ON ' ) 
I F ( MA X C HK . G T . O )  P R I N T 7 5 8  
7 5 8  F UR M A T  ( l H O , ' M I N I MU M  P S P  SO LUT [ ON '  J 
7 5 7  NNN= \J J J .J . J ( [ )  
I I I = l 
0 0 7 5 3 K = 1 , N N I\J 
I 1•1 P I N = I S D l I K , I ) 
I F ( M A X C HK . !: Q . O )  CALL  CONV RT  ( I M P HJ , P 'l f> D U T , L E N G T H )  
I F ( M A X C HK . G T . O )  C A L L  CONM l N  ( I M P I N ,  [ M P U U T , L E NG T H J  
445  1 F ( L E N G T H . G T . l l  N T W M 2 U I I I ) = N T W M 2 L ( I I I ) + l 
I F ( L E N G T H . � F . MA X L I T ( I I I ) }  MAX L l T ( l [ l ) = L EN G T H  
N i'1 L T E X ( I I I J = N Ml T E X ( I I I ) + L E N G  T H  
P R I N T 7 5 ?. , I M i>UU T  
7 5 2  FORMA T ( l H , 2 2 A l )  
7 5 3  CONT I NU E  
I f t MA X C HK . G T . 0 1  G D  T rJ  7 6 0  
P R I NT 7 5 5 
7 5 5  F C R M A T  ( l H , ' O R E O  W I T H ' ) 
G O  T O  7 6 1 
7 6 0  P R I N T  7 62 
76 
7 6 2  F OR M A T  ( l H , ' AN D E D  W I T H ' ) 
76 1 NNN =N J J JJ { J ) 
I I I = Z 
D O  7 5 4  K = l , N N N  
I MP I N= I SOU K , J )  
I F ( MA X C HK . E Q . O }  CAL L CUN V R T  ( I M P l N , I M POUT , L E NGT H )  
I � ( M A X C HK . G T . O )  C A L L  CON M I N  ( I M P I N , I M P O U T , L E N G T H ) 
5 4 5  I F ( L E N G TH . G T . l )  N T W M ? L t l l l j = N T WM Z L ( l I I ) + l  
I F ( L E NG TH . G E . MA X L I T ( I l l ) )  M A X L I T ( I I I t = L fNG T H  
N ML T E X (  I I I  ) = N ML T E X ( I I  I ) +L f: N G T H  
P R I N T  7 5 2 ,  I M PO U T  
7 5 4  C O N T I N U E  
N S W T C H= NM L T EX ( 1 J +NML T EX ( 2 l  
NGT I � = N SW TC H+ N T WM2L ( l ) + N T WM2 L ( 2 l +2 
N GT E L = N T W M 2 l ( l ) + NTW M2 l ( 2 ) + 3 
I F ( MA X L I T ( l ) . GE . M AX L I T ( 2 ) ) M X GT F I = M A X L I T ( l t  
M XG T F  I = MA X L  I T (  2 )  
I F ( NJ J J J (  I )  . GE . M X GT F .1 ) M X GTF I =N J J J J  ( I ) 
I H NJ J J J ( J )  . GE . M X GT F I )  M X GT F I -=N J J J J ( J )  
P R I N T 7 09 , N S W TC H  
P R I NT 7 1 5 , N GT I N  
P I- U NT 7 Ls , N G T E L  
P f.I. I N T 7 l 't , M X G TF I  
7 09 F O R M A T ( l H , ' NU ir n ER  O F  S �iJ H C H E S = ' , ! 2 ) · 
7 1  5 F O R M A T  ( 1 H , 1 N l J M B  ER O F GA  l c I �! P UT  S = 1 , I 2 ) 
7 1 3 H, RM IH ( l H , ' NU M B ER O F  GA T E  E L E ME I\JT S = • ,  1 2 )  
7 l 't F O R MA T ( l l � , ' MA X I MU M  GA T E  F A N- I N= ' , 1 2 ) 
7 00 C ONT [ N U E  
79q  R E T U R N  
HJD 
C S UBROU T I NE O RR ( l , J , K )  FOR M S  TH E BOOL E AN U N I ON Of I A N D  
C J ,  A NO S TOR E S  TH E R E S U L T  I N K 
C 
JRR  S T A R T 
S A V E  
BA L R  







S T  
RE T U R N  
E N D  
0 
( l lt , 1 2 )  
1 5 , 0  
* , 1 5 
1 0 , 0 ( 0 , l l  
9 , 0 ( 1 0 )  
1 0 , 4 ( 0 , U 
8 , 0 ( 1 0 }  
8 , 9  
1 0 , n ( 0 , U  
8 , 0 ( 1 0 )  
( 1 4 ,  1 2 )  
L OA D  Rf: G .  1 0  vi . 1\ nD . U F  1 S T  AR r; . 
L O . R G .  9 W .  UH .  l lf- A DD .  H J  f<G . t O 
L D .  R E G  • 1 0  W • t dE> 0 F 2 N O  A �  G • 
L O.  R G • 8 W • C tH • CJ F A \) I) • I N R G • l 0 
"OR"  fl -I t C ONT E N T S  OF !U: l ; . 1 · A r-JD 9 
L n . A'.)D . IJi.: 3 P i) A k G . I i-.J R.G . 10  
S TO R E  C i\J f . 1  F I<. ;; • H I N  A f) f) . I M  i{G • l 'l 
S UBRO U T I N E CONVRT  ( I M P I N ,  I M POUT , L E N G T H ) 
C 
78 
C T H I S S U BR-OU T I NE C ON V E RT S M A X T ER MS F ROM THE I R  NUMER I C AL 
C F OR M  TO  T H E I R  L I T ER AL FORM  
C 
I NT E G E R *4 P L U S , B L A N K , PR I ME , k P AR EN 
DATA  L E TV , L E T W , L E TX , L ET Y , L E T Z , P LU S , B L A NK , P R I ME , L PAR E N ,  
C RP AR EN / l HV , l HW , l H X , l HY , l H Z , l H+ , l H , l H ' , l l i ( , l H ) / 
DATA  L E TU , L E T T , L E T S / l HU , l HT , l HS /  
D I M E N S I ON I M POUT  ( 2 2 )  
C OM MO N I I I , NM  L T E X ( 5 1 2  ) , I S O L ( 1 0 , 5 l 2  ) , i\l J J J J ( 5 l 2 ) , J J J J 
C OM MO N  M I N L l T , M I N r-l I N { B , 8 ) , 1 T A B ( 3 2 ) , N EX ( 3 2 J  , N L I T ( 3 2 )  
C OMMON  MA X C HK , K S OL ( l 0 , 3 2 )  
I = l  
L EN G T H = O 
I MP OU T { I J = L P J\ R E N  
5 9  I QU O = I M P I N / 2 000000  
I F ( I Q UO . E Q . l )  GO  TO  6 0  
I QUO= I M P I N / 1 000 0 0 0  
I F ( J rJ UO . E Q . l )  GO  T O  7 0  
GO  TO  8 9  
oO  1 -= l + l 
I MP O U T ( I ) = L E f T 
L ENG T H= L F NG TH + l  
I = I + l 
I MP OU T ( I ) = P R I ME 
1 = 1 + 1  
I MP OUT { I ) = P L U S  
i MP I N = I MP I N- 2 00 0 0 00 
GO  T O  8 9  
7 0  I = I + l  
I MP O lJ T ( I ) = L E TT 
L EN G T H = L E N G T H+ l  
1 -= l + l  
I MP O U T ( l ) = P L US 
I MP I N = I MP I N- 1 000000  
8 9  I QU O= I M P I N / 2 00000  
I H  I QU D . E Q .  U GO  TO  8 0  
I QUO= I M P I N / 1 00000  
I F (  [ Q UO . !: Q .  l )  GO  TO  9 0  
GO T O  9 9  
8 0  I = I + l  
l MPOU r ( I ) = L E T U  
L ENGT H= L E N G T H + l  
l = I + l  
I MP OU T ( f ) = P ;< l ME 
I = I + l 
I MP OU T (  l ) = P L US  
I MP I N = I MP I N- 2 00 0 0 0  
G O  TO  9 9  
9 0  I = I + l 
I M P O U T  ( I )  ·= L E T U  
L EN G T H= L E NG TH+ l 
I = l + l  
I MPOUT  ( I ) = P L U S  
I MP l N = I M P I N- 1 00 0 0 0  
9 9  I QU O= I M P I N/ 2 0 0 0 0  
l F ( I QU U . E Q . l )  G O  TO 1 00 
I QUO= I M P I N / 1 0 0 0 0  
l F ( I QU O . EQ . l l  G O  TO  1 1 0 
GO  TO  1 20 
1 00 I = I + l 
I MPOi.J T ( I ) = L E T V  
L ENGT H= L E N G TH+ l 
l = l + l  
I MP OU T  ( I ) = P R I M E 
I = I + l  
I MPOU T ( I ) = P L US 
I M P I N = I MP I N- 2 00 0 0  
GO TO  1 20 
1 1 0 I = I + l 
I MP O U T ( I ) = L ET V  
L Ef\J G T H = L E N GTH + l  
I = I + l 
J MP OU T ( l ) = P LU S  
I M P I N = I MP I N- 1 00 0 0  
1 2 0  I QUO= I M P I N / 2 0 0 0  
I F ( I Q U O . E Q . l )  G O  T O  1 30 
I QU O= I M P I N / 1 000  
T F- ( r n u o . [ Q . l )  GO TO 1 40 
GO T O  l 5 0  
1 30 I = I + l 
I MP OU T ( I ) = L E TW 
L E N G T H = L HJ G  TH+  l 
I = I + l 
I MP OU T ( I ) = P R I ME 
I = I + l 
I MP OU T ( l l = P LUS  
I MP I N= I MP I N-2 000  
G O  T '.J  l 5 0  
1 4 0  l = I + l 
I MP OU T (  I I = L E T W  
L EN G T H= L E N G TH + l  
l = I + l 
I M P O U T ( I ) = P L U S  
I MP l � = I MP I N- 1 00 0  
1 5 0  I QU O= I M P I N / 2 00 
I F !  I Q U O  . E Q .  l l  G O  TO  1 60 
I QU O= I M P  l N /  1 00 
I F { l Q U O . E Q . l )  G O  TO 1 70 
GO Tu  1 80 
1 6 0  l = I + l 
79 
I MP O U T  ( I J =L E T X  8 0  
L ENG T H= L E N G T H+ l  
I = l + l 
I MP OU T ( I ) = P R I M E 
I = I + l  
I MP O U T ( I ) = P L US  
I M P I  N=  I M P  HJ-200  
GO TO  1 80 
1 70 I = I + l 
I M P  OU T ( I ) -= l  l: T X  
L EN G T H= l l: NG TH + l  
I = I + l  
l MP fJ U T ( I ) = P L U S  
[ MP I N = I MP I N- 1 00 
1 80 I QU O= I M P  I N/ 2 0  
I F (  I QUO . E Q .  l )  GO TO 1 90 
I QUO= I M P I N / 1 0 
I F ( I QUO . E Q .  1 )  GO TO  2 00 
GO  TO  2 1 0 
1 90 I = l + l 
I M POU T ( I } = L E T Y  
L EN G T H = L f N G TH+ l  
l = I + l 
I M P  OU T t I )  = P R I M E  
I = l + l  
I MPOUT  ( f ) = P L US  
I MP I N= I I I P I N-2 0 
G O  T J  2 1 0 
200  I = l + l 
I M P O U T ( I ) = L ETY  
L ENGT H= L E N G TH +- 1  
I = I + l 
I M P O U T ( I ) = P L US  
I MP I N = I MP I N- 1 0  
2 1 0  I F (  I M P J N . E Q . 2 ) GO  T O  220  
I F (  I M P I N . E Q . l )  G O  T O  2 3 0  
GO TO 2 40 
2 2 0  l = I + l 
I M PDUT ( I l = L F.T Z  
L ENGT H= L E NG T H + l  
l = l + l  
I 1"1 P OU T ( I .) = P R I M [ 
I = I + l 
I MP OU T ( I ) = R P A R [ N  
G O  T O  2 50 
2 3 0  I = I + l  
I M P  OU T ( I l = L E T  Z 
L ENGT H= L E N G T H+ l  
I = I + l 
I MP OU T ( I l = R P A R E N  
GO TD  2 50 
240  I MP 0U T ( l ) = R P AR E N  
2 50 I F ( I . G E . 2 2 ) G O  T O  2 6 0  
I = I + l 
I MP 0U T ( U = B L A NK 
G(i El 2 50  
2 60 R E T UR N  
END  
81 
S UBROUT I N E  CONM I N  ( I M P I N , I M POUT , L E N G T H )  
C 
·· . ,--. .. . . 82 
C T H I S S U BR OU T I NE C ONV E RT S  M I N T F R M S  F ROM T H E I R  NUM E R I C AL 
C F ORM  T O  T H E I R  L I T ER AL FORM  
C 
I NT E G E R *4 L E TU , L E TT 
I NT EG E R * 4  L E T V , L E TW , L ET X , L E T Y , L ET Z , BL A N K , P R I ME ,  
C I M  P OUT ( 2 2 )  
DAT A L E TV , L ET W , L E T X , L E TY , L E T Z , P R I ME , 8L A N K / l H V , 1 H W , l H X , 
C l HY , l H Z , l H '  , l H / 
DATA  L E TU , L E T T , L E TS / l HU , l H T , l H S /  
C OMMON  I I I , NM L T E X ( 5 1 2 l , I S OL { l 0 , 5 1 2 ) , N J J J J ( 5 1 2 ) , J J J J 
C OM M J  N MI � U T , M l  N M  I N  { 8 ,  8 )  , I T A B  ( 3 2 ) , N E  X ( 3 2 ) , N L  I T  ( 3 2  l 
COMMON  MA X C HK , K SO L ( l 0 , 32 )  
I =O 
L ENG T H= O  
5 9  I QU O= I M P I N / 2 000 000  
I f (  I Q UO . E Q .  l )  GO  TO 6 0  
I QU O= I M P I N / 1 00 0 0 0 0  
I F ( I Q UO . E Q . l )  GO TO  7 0  
G U  TO  8 9  
o O  I = I  + l  
I MP O U T ( I ) = L E T T  
L ENGT H = L E N G TH+ l 
I M P I N= I M P I N-200 0 0 00 
G O  T O  8 9  
7 0  I = l + l 
I MPOUT  ( I ) = L ET T  
L ENGT H = L E NG T H + l  
I = I + l 
I MPOUT ( I ) = P R I ME 
I MP I N = I MP I N- 1 00 0 0 00 
8 9  I QUU= I M P I N / 2 00000  
I F ( I Q UD . E Q .  l )  G O  T O  8 0  
I QU O= l M P I N / 1 00 0 0 0  
I F ! I Q UO . E Q . l )  G O  T O  9 0  
G O  TO 9 9  
8 0  I = l + l  
I MP O U T  { I ) = L ET U  
L ENGT H = L E NG TH + l  
I MP I N = I MP I N- 2 00 0 0 0  
G O  T O  9 9  
9 0  l = I + l  
I MP OU T ( I ) = L ET U  
L EN G T H = L E NG T H + l  
I = I + l  
I ,M P OU T  ( I ) = P R I ME 
I MP I N= I M P I N- 1 0 0 0 0 0  
99  I QUU= I M P I N / 2 0000  
I F ( I Q UO . E Q . l )  G O  TO  1 00 
I QUO= I M P I N / 1 00 0 0  
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I F (  I QUO . E Q .  l )  GO T O  1 10 
GO T O  1 20 
1 0 0  l = I + l 
I MP OU T { I ) = L E T V  
L EN G T H = L E N G T H + l  
I MP I N= I MP I N-20000  
GO  T O  1 20 
1 1 0 I = I � l  
I MP OU T ( I ) = L E T V  
L EN G T H = L E N G T H + l 
I = l + l  
I M P OU T ( ! ) = P R I ME 
I MP I N = I MP I N- 1 00 0 0  
1 2 0 I QU U= I M P I N / 2000  
I F ( I QU O . E Q . U GO  TO  1 30 
I QU D= I M P I N / 1 000 
I F (  I Q UO . E Q . l )  G O  T O  1 40 
GO TO 1 50 
1 30 I = I + l 
I MPO lJ T  ( I ) = L ET W  
L EN G  Tf--1= L E NG TH+ 1 
I M P I N = I MP I N-2 00 0 
G O  T D  1 50 
1 40 l = I + l  
I MP QU T ( l ) = L ET W  
L ENG  T H= L E  f\J G T H +  1 
f = I + l 
I MP OU T ( I l = P R I MF. 
I MP I N= I MP I N- 1 00 0  
1 5 0 I OU CJ= I M  P I N / .c OO 
I F (  I QUO . E Q .  l )  G O  T O  1 60 
I QUO= I M P I N / 1 00 
I F (  I Q UO . H J . l l  G O  TO  1 70 
G O  T O  l HO 
1 60 I = l + l 
I M P OU T t I ) = L f. T X  
L EW; TH=  L HlG  T H + l  
I M P I N =  I r--',P 1 N- 2 00 
G O  TO  1 8 0 
l J O  I = I + l 
I MP D U T  ( I ) = L E T X  
L ENGT H = L E NG TH + l  
I = I + l  
I MP UU T  ( I ) = P R I ME 
I MP I N = I MP I N- 1 00 
1 8 0  I QU O= I M P I N / 2 0  
I F ( I Q UO . E Q . 1 )  GO  TO  1 90 
I QU O= I M P I N / 1 0  
I f ( I Q U O • E (J • l )  GO  TO  2 00 
GO  TO  2 1 0 
1 9 0  I = l + l  
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I MPOUT ( I ) = L ETY 
L ENGT H= L E NG TH + l  
I MP I N= I MP I N-2 0 
GO TO 2 1 0 
200 I = I + l  
I MP O U T ( I , = L ETY 
L ENGTH= L E NGTH+ l  
I = l + l  
I MP OU T ( l } = P R l M E  
I MP I N = I MP I N- 1 0  
2 1 0 I F ( l "'1 P I N . E Q . 2 )  GO  TO  2 20  
I F ( I M P I N . E Q . l )  GO T O  2 3 0  
G U  T O  2 5 0  
2 2 0  r = I + l 
I MPOUT ( I ) = L E TZ  
L ENGT H= L E NGTH+ l  
G O  TO  2 50 
2 3 0  I = l + l  
l M POUT ( l ) = L E T Z  
L ENGT H=  L E N G  TH+  l 
I = I + l  
I MP rJJ T ( I ) = P R I MF. 
2 50 I F C I . G E . 2 2 ) GO  T O  2 6 0  
l = I + l  
I MPULJ T ( I ) = BLANK 
G O  T U  2 5 0 
2 6 0 RETUR N 
END  
A P P EN D I X  E 
COMPUTER L I STING OF LAWLER ' S  ALGORITHM PROGRAM 
C 
C T H I S P R OG R A M  I M PL E M E N T S  L AW L E R ' S A L G O R I T HM 
C 
D I M E  N S  I ON [ SU B {  3 2 1 , M I ND E C ( 1 2 8 ) , MA X T (  1 2 8 l  , M I N ( 99 9 1 , 
C M I X ( 9 9 9 } , M I NU Z D ( l 6 l , MT AG ( l 6 ) , L l N [ ( l 6 ) , M A X ( l 2 8 } 
C OM M O N  I I I , NM L T E X ( 5 1 2 ) , I S OL ( l 0 , 5 1 2 l , NJ J J J ( 5 l 2 ) , J J J J  
C OMMON  M I  N L  I T  , M I  NM I N  ( 8 ,  8 J , I T  ,HH 3 2 ) , NE  X ( 3 2 ) , N L I  T ( 32 }  
C OMMON  MA X C HK , K S OL ( l 0 , 3 2 ) 
l R E A D  ( 5 , 1 0 )  N , L HJ GT H  
1 0 F O R M A T  ( 3 1 2 ) 
I F  ( N .  E Q .  0 )  S TOP  
C AL L  Z E RD T K  
R E A D  ( 5 , 1 2 )  ( M i r� D EC ( l ) ,  I = l , N l  
1 2  F OR M A T ( 2 5 1 3 ) 
3 C AL L  � A X X  ( L ENG T H , M A X T )  
2 M AXC H K = O  
D O  7 I = l , N  
7 M r n ( I ) = MA X T ( M I N D E C ( l ) + l )  
P R I  f\J T 5 
5 F OR M A T  ( l H O , • M I N T E R M S  OF T H E O R I G I NA L  F U N C T I ON ' ) 
P k I NT 6 ,  ( M I N ( I J ,  l = l , N J  
6 F OR M A T ( l H , 6 1 1 0 )  
GO T O  1 1  
9 P R I N T 8 
8 F O R M A T  ( l H O , ' MA XT E RM S OF T H E  O R I G I N /I L  F U NC T I ON '  l 
P R I N T  6 , ( M I N ( I ) ,  I = l , N )  
1 1  NN=2 * * N- l  
N UM T E R= 2 * * L E N GT H  
D O  6 4 4  J = l , N 
DO 644  I = l , NUMT E R  
I F { M I N ( J ) . N f . M A X T ( I ) )  G O  T O  644 
M T A G ( J ) = l 
644 C Cl N T I N U E  
DO  6 4 6  J = l , 8  
D O  6 4 6  I = l , 8  
646 M I N M I N ( I , J ) = O 
M I NU Z D (  U = M I N ( l )  
N S O L = O  
N O= l 
1 00 N 2= 2 * * NU- l 
N l = N 2 - N SO L  
D O  1 0 1  l = N l , N 2 
K KK = ! 
N SO L =  !\I S UL + l 
I I l = N S O L + l  
8 5  
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C A L L  O N E  ( N N , N , NU MT E R , M AX T , M I N , KK K , M I NU l O , L E NGT H )  
NNN = N J J  J J  ( N SO U  
1 0 1  CONT I NU E  
CAL L  C O V E R  ( N SD L , ND , L I N E , NL I NE S , L I T S UM ) 
DO  1 0 5  J = l , NL I N E S  
D O  1 1 5  K K = l , N  
DO  1 1 4  K= 1 ,  N 
I f ( M ( NM I N ( K K , L I N E I J ) ) . E Q . M I N ( K ) )  M T AG { K ) =  
C - I A 1' S ( M T AG ( K ) J 
l l 1t C ON T I NU F  
1 1 5 C ONT I NU E  
1 0 5  C ONT I N U E  
D O  1 2 7  I = l , NUM T E R  
1 2 7  M AX ( I ) = MA X T { I )  
K = O 
OD  1 2 1 J = l , N  
I F ( M T AG ( J ) . L T . O )  GO T O  1 2 2  
GO  F J  1 2 1 
1 2 2  K =K + l  
M I N DE C { K ) = M I N ( .J }  
1 2 1  C ON T I  ;� lJ E 
DO 1 2 3  L = l , t<.  
D O  1 2 3  M= l , NUMT E R  
I F ( M I N D EC ( L ) . EQ . M AX ( M ) J  MAX ( M l = - MA X { M l  
1 2 3  C ONT I NU E  
6 2 2  MM= O 
DO  1 2 8  l = l , NUMT E R  
I F ( MA X (  I L L  T . O }  G O  TO  1 2 G  
MM= M '-1 + 1  
M I X ( MM ) =M I\X { [ )  
1 2 8 C ONT I N U F  
C AL L  C U N S � S { MM , M l X , L ENG T H l 
I F ( NM L T EX { I I I } . G T . L I T SUM l GO TO  1 2 4 
l'iNN =N J J J J ( I I I )  
NJ J J J ( N S LJ L ) = N J J J J ( l I I  l 
NML f E X ( N S O L ) = NM L T EX ( I I I l  
DO 1 2 5  J = l , NNN  
1 2 5  I S O L ( J , NS OL ) = I S OL { J , I I I J  
K= l 
DD  1 2 6  J = l , N  
I F ( M f AG ( J ) . L T . O l GO T O  1 3 1  
GO  T CJ 1 2 6 
1 3 1  M I N M I N ( K , N S OL l = M I N ( J )  
K=K + l  
1 2 6  C ON T I N U E  
Nl l N f:  S =  1 
L I N F ( l l = fJ S O L  
1 2 4  DD l O Y  J = l , N  
I F ( M T AG ( J ) . L f . O ) GO T O  1 09 
G O T 0 1 1 0 
1 09 C ONT I N U E  
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G O  T O  1 1 1 
1 1 0 N O= N IJ +  1 
M I N U Z D ( NO ) = M I N ( J )  
GO T O  1 00 
1 1 1  DO  1 2 0  J= l , N S OL 
1 2  0 I T  A B  ( J )  =O 
DO 1 1 8  I = 1 , N 2 
00  1 1 8  J = l , N  
D O  1 1 8  K= l , N  
I F ( M I N M I N ( J , l ) . E Q . M I N ( K ) )  I T A B ( l l = I T A B ( I ) + 2 * * ( K- 1 J 
1 1 8  C ON T i r--! U E  
C A L L  S P O R P S ( N S O L ) 
C A L L  S P SP SP { N SO L , NN )  
C AL L  T I ME T K < T l  
P R I N T 7 7 7 ,  T 
7 7 7  F OR M AT ( l HO , ' T I M E= ' ,  F 6 . 2 )  
I F ( MA X C HK . GT . O l  G O  TO l 
C T H E  � E X T F E W  I N S TRUC T I O N S  S E L E C T  T H E  M A X T E R M S  T O  B E  
C U S E D  I N  F I N D I NG T HE M I N I M AL  S P  A N D  P S P  E XP R E S S I O N S  
DO  8 0 0  I = l , N  
on 8 0 0  J = l , NUMT E R  
I F ( M I N (  I ) . [ Q . MA X T ( J ) ) MAX T ( J ) =- M AX T ( J l  
8 0 0  C O N T I N U E  
J = O  
D O  8 0 1 I = l , NU MT E R  
I F ( M A X T ( I I . L T . O )  G O  T O  8 0 1 
J=J  + l  
M I N ( J ) = M AX T { I )  
8 0 1  C ON T I N U E  
N = J  
0 0  802  I = l , NUMT E R  
8 0 2  MAX T ( I ) = I A B S ( MA X T ( I } )  
M A X C ,  K=  MA X C  H K +  l 
CAL L Z E RO T K  
GO  T O  9 
E ND 
S UB ROUT I N E O N E  ( NN , N , NUMT ER , M AXT , M I N , K KK , M U l , L E N GTH ) 
C 
C TH I S S U BROU T I NE S EL EC T S  TH E  E X PR E S S I UN ( S )  W I TH TH E 
C L EA ST N UM B E R  O F  L I T ER AL S  I M P L I E D B Y  T H E  M I NT E RMS 
C ( MA X T E R MS ) I N  M U Z  
C 
D I ME N S I ON K S U 6 ( 3 2 ) , I S UB ( 3 2 J , M AX T ( l 2 8 ) , M AX { l 2 8 ) ,  
C M I X ( 9 9 9 ) , M I N ( 9 q9 ) , MU Z t l 6 )  
C OMMON  I I I , N MLT E X ( 5 1 2 ) , I S OL (  1 0 , 5 1 2 l , N J J J J ( 5 1 2 ) , J J J J  
C OM MO N M I  N L I T , M I N M  I N ( 8 , 8 ) , 1 T A 8 ( 3 2 } , N E  X ( 3 2 ) , N L  I T ( 3 2 ) 
C OM MO N  MAX C HK , K S OL { l 0 , 3 2 )  
C A L L  MD D ( N , K S U B , K KK , J )  
N K S UB = J - 1  
M I NL I T = l O O  
DO  60 0 1 = 1 , N N 
C 
88 
C T HE N E X T  F E W  I N S T R U C T  ION S G E NERAT E T H E  CO M B I NAT I ON S  O f  
C T E R M S  T HA T  W i ll  E NT E R  I NT O  T H E  CONS E N S US O P E R AT I ON 
C 
C 
CAL L MO D ( N , I S UB , I , J )  
J J J = J - 1 
DO  2 0 0  M= l , N K S U B  
D O  2 0 6  L = l , J J J  
I F { M U Z { K S U B ( M ) ) . N E . M I N ( l S U B ( L H l G O  T O  2 0 6  
G O  T O  2 00 
2 0 6  C O NT I NU E  
G O  T O  6 00 
2 00 C ON T I NU E  
6 0 7  DO  6 1 5 L = l , NUM T E R  
6 1 5  M AX ( L ) = MA X T ( L )  
C T H E  N E X T  F E W I N S TRUC T I ON S  S E L EC T  T HE T E RMS  
C T H� T  W l L L S E  U S E Q  I N  TH E C O N S E N S U S  O P E R A T I ON 
C 
DO 62 0 L = l , J J J  
D O  62 0 L L= l , NUM T E R  
I F ( f•I A X ( L U  • E Q .  M I N ( I S U  A ( U ) ) M AX ( L L )  = -M I N ( I S U  B ( L ) ) 
6 2 0  C ON T I N U E  
6 2 2  J= l 
D O  63 0 L = l , NUMT E R  
I F ( MA X ( L ) . L T . O ) G O  T D  6 30 
M I X ( J ) = MA X ( U  
J = J + l  
6 3 0  CONT I NU E  
N T E K M S = J- 1  
I M l = I I I - 1  
CALL  CO N S N S ( N T E RM S , M I X , L EN GT H )  
I F ( NM L T E X ( I I I ) . L E . M I N L I T }  G O  TO  2 0 2  
GO  T O  6 00 
2 0 2  M I N L I T = NM L T E X ( I I I ) 
N J J J J ( I M l ) = N J J J J ( I I I )  
N M L T E X (  I M l ) = N ML T E X { I l l l 
DO 2 0 4  L = l , J J J  
2 0 4  M I N� I N ( L , I M l ) = M I N ( I S U B { l ) ) 
NNN=N J J J J ( I I I )  
DO  2 0 5  l = l , N NN 
2 0 5  I SO L ( L , I M l l = I SOL ( L , I l I )  
6 0 0  C ON T I N U E  
R E T U R. N  
E ND 
89 
S UB R O U T I NE C O V E R  { N ROWS , NCOL S , L I N E , NL I NE S , L I T SUM ) 
C 
90 
C TH I S  S U B R OU T I NE F I N DS T H E  COV ER I N G  E XP R E S S I ON F O R  T H E  
C T ER M S  U S E D  SO  F AR T O  GE N E R A T E  S E T S  O F  S U BF U NC T I O NS 
C 
D I ME N S I ON I SU B ( 3 2 ) , M [ NS U M ( l 6 ) , L I N E ( l 6 )  
C OMMON  I I I , NM  L T  E X  ( 5 1 2  } , I S  Ol ( 1 0 ,  5 1  2 ) , N J  J J J ( 5 1 2  ) , J J J J 
C OM :10 N M I N L I T  , ,._, I N M I N ( 8 , 8 ) , I T A H ( 3 2 ) , N E X ( 3 2 } , N L I  T ( 3 Z ) 
C O M MO N  Mh XC HK , � S OL ( l 0 , 3 2 ) 
N SU B=  1 
N N= 2 ** N RO W S - l  
D O  5 9 8  I = l , NR O W S  
5 9 8  M [ N S UM ( l 1 = 1 00 
5 9 9  D O  6 0 0  l = l , N N 
C A L L  MO O (  N R O '.<! S ,  I S UB ,  I , J }  
J J J = J - 1  
I F ( J J J . EQ . N S U B )  G U  T O  60 1 
GO  TO  6 00 
6 0 1 I AR G = O  
DO  6 3 0 M = l , J J J  
J ARG= I S UB ( M )  
C AL L  O R R  ( I ARG , J ARG , K AR G )  
6 3 0  I AR G = K A  RG 
I f (  I A R G . N E . NR ow s , GO  TO  600  
L I T S U M = O 
D O  6 5 0 M = 1 , ,J J J 
L I N E ( M ) = I S U B ( M )  
L I T SU M= L I T S UM+N M L TE X ( I S U B ( M } ) 
I F ( L I T S UM . G T . M I N S UM ( N SUB ) )  G O  T O  6 0 0  
650  C ONT I NU E  
N L I N E S= JJ J 
M I N SU M ( N S U B ) =L I T S UM 
600 CONT I N U E  
N SUB = N S UB + l  
I f ( N S U B . G T . NROW S ) GO TO 6 0 3  
I F ( N S U B . E Q . 2 )  GO  T O  5 99 
I F ( M I N S UM ( N S U B- l ) . G T . M I N S UM ( N SU B-2 1 )  GO  TO 6 0 3  
G O  T O  5 9 9 
603  L I T SUM= M I N S UM ( N S U B- 1 ) 




S UB RO U T I N E  S P S P S P  ( N N , N SOL ) 
91 
C TH [ S  S U B� OU T I N E F I N DS T H E  N U M E R I C A L  S P S  ( P S P )  S OLUT I ON 
C 
C 
D I ME NS I ON I MPOUT ( 2 2 ) , I SU B ( 3 2 } , M AX L I T ( 9 ) , NT W M 2l { 9 } 
C OM MON  I I I , N M L  T E X  ( 5 1 2  ) , I S  O L  ( l O ,  5 l 2 l , N J  J J J ( 5 1 2  l , J J J J 
COM MO N  M I N L I T , M I NM I N { 8 , 8 l , I T A 8 ( 3 2 ) , N E X ( 3 2 ) , N L I T ( 3 2 ) 
C O M MO N  MA X C HK , K S OL ( l 0 , 3 2 } 
C T HE N E X T  F E W I N S T RUCT I ONS  GE N ER AT E T H E  CO M B I NA T I ONS  O F  
C E X P R E S S I ON S  T H A T  F ORM  A SOLU T I ON  A N D  S E L E C T  T HOS E 
C T H AT H AV E T H E  L E A S T NUMB E R  O F  L I T E R A L S 
C 
M I N S U M= l O O  
NM l =N S O L - 1  
7 1 9  0 0  1 0 0  l = l , NM l  
I P l= l + l 
DO 7 0 0  J = [ P l , NS OL 
N ML TE X (  1 )  = O  
N T W "1 2 L ( 1 l = O  
M AX L I T (  l l = l  
N M L T E X ( 2 ) = 0 
N T W M 2 L ( 2 t  = O  
M A X L I T ( 2 ) = 1 
I ARG= I T AB ( l )  
J AR G= I T AB ( J ) 
I S U B ( 1 )  = I  
I SU IH 2 l =J 
C AL L  O R R  { I ARG , J ARG , K )  
I F ( K . N E . N N l G O  T O  7 00 
L I T S U M= O  
0 0  7 1 1 M= l , 2  
NNN=N J J J J ( I S U B ( M ) )  
D O  7 1 1 L = l , NNN  
I T E MP = I SO L ( L , I S U B ( M ) ) 
7 1 2  I QUO= I T E M P / 1 0  
I D I F= I T E M P- J QUO* l O  
I F ( I D I F .. E Q . O )  G O  T O  1 01 
L I T SLJ M= L I T S UM + l  
7 07 I F ( I Q UO . E Q . O l  G U  T O  7 1 1 
I TE M P = I QLJ O  
GO  T O  7 1 2 
7 1 1 C ON T I NU E:  
I F ( L I T S UM . G T . M I N S UM J  GO T O  7 00 
M I NS U M= L I T S UM 
I F ( MA X C HK . E Q . O )  P R I N T 7 5 1  
"/5 1  F OR M A T  ( l HO , • M I N I M UM  S P 5  S U L UT T ON • ) 
I F ( MA X C HK . G T . O )  P R I NT 7 5 8  
7 5 8  F OR MA T  { l !i O , ' M I N I M U M  P S P  S U L Ul I ON ' ) 
7 5 7  NNN =N J J J J ( I )  
I I I =  l 
0 0  7 5 3  K= l , NNN  
I MP I N = I SO U K , l )  
I F ( M A X C HK . E Q . O )  C AL L  CONVRT ( I M P I N , I M P OUT , L E N GT H )  
I F { M A X C HK . G T . O )  C A L L  CONM I N { I MP I N , I M POUT , L E NG T H ) 
445  I F { L E N G T H . G T . l )  N TW M2 L ( I I I ) = NT W M 2 L ( I J I ) + l  
I F ( L E NG T H . G E . MA X L I T ( I l l ) )  M A X L I T ( I I I ) = L EN G T H  
N ML T E X (  I I  I ) =NML T E X (  I I  l ) +L E N G T H  
P R I N T  7 5 2 , I M PO U T  
7 5 2  FOR M A T  ( l H , 2 5A l )  
7 5 3  CONT I N U E  
I F ( MA XC HK . G T . O )  G O  TO 760  
P R I N T 7 5 5 
7 5 5  F O R M AT ( l H  , • O R E O  W I T H ' ) 
G O  T O  7 6 1  
760  P R I N T 7 62 
762  F OR M AT ( l H  , 1 A N D ED  W I T H 1 ) 
7 6 1  NNN = \I J J J J ( J )  
I I I =  2 
DO 75 1t K =  l , N N N  
I MP I N = I SlJ L ( K , J )  
[ F ( M A X C HK . F Q . O J  C A L L  CONV RT ( I MP I N , I M PUUT , L E NG T H ) 
I F t M A  X C H  K • G T • 0 )  C AL L  CO  W4 I N  ( I M P  I N , I M O () UT  , L E N G  T H  ) 
5 4 5  I F { L E NG T H . G T . l )  N T W M 2 l ( I I l ) = NT W M 2 L ( J l l ) + l  
I F ( L E N G T H . G E . MA X L I T (  I I I ) )  M A X L I T (  I I I ) = L EN G  T ri  
N ML T E X (  I I I )  = N ML T E X (  1 I I )  + L f !\IG  T H  
P R I N T  7 5 2 , I M POUT  
7 54  C ON T I N U E  
N SW T C H = N M L T E X { L ) + N M L T EX ( 2 )  
NGT I N = N SW T C H+NT W M 2L ( l ) +N T W M 2 L ( 2 t +2 
N GT E L = NT WM 2 L ( l 0 + N T W M2 L ( 2 ) + 3 
I F ( M A X L I T ( l ) . G� . M A X L I T ( 2 ) )  M XGTF I = M A X L I T ( l )  
M X GT F I = M A X L I T ( Z )  
I F ( N J  J J J ( I l • GE. . M X G T  F I ) M X GT  F I =N J J J J ( I I 
I F ( N J J J J { J ) . SE . M X GT F I ) M X G f F l =NJ J J J { J )  
P R I N T 7 0g , N S ,H L H  
P K I N T  7 1 5 , N G T l N  
P R  I N T  7 1 3  , r� GT E L  
PR I N T 7 1 4 , M X GTF l 
7 09 F D R M A T ( lH , ' NU M B ER O F  SW I T C H E S= • , 1 2 )  
7 1 5  F O R M A T ( l H , ' NUM 3 EK O F  G A T E  HJP U T S = ' ,  I 2 )  
7 1 3  F O RM A T (  lH  , ' NUM B ER O F  G A T E E L E ME N T S= ' , 1 2 ) 
7 1 4  F ORM A T ( l H  , ' MA X I MU M  GA TE  F A N- I N= ' , 1 2 )  
7 00 C ONT I NU E  
7 g 9  R ETUR N 























S UB R O U T I N E  M A XX ( LE NGTH , M A X T )  
T H I S S U B R OU T I N E  I S  T H E S A M E  A S  I N  T H f  PROGk A M  W H I C H  
I MP L E Mf f,I T S  WOOD ' S  M I N I M I Z. A l l iJN  A L GOR I T H M  
S U B l-t D U T I N E MO D I N ,  I S U B , I  , .I )  
T H I S S U RR OlJ T I NE I S  TH E S A M E  A S  I N  THf:  P ROGRA M 1..J H ! C H  
I MP L E M E N T S  WIO IJ ' S  M I N I M I Z A T I ON A L G C! R l H I M  
S U B R OU T I Nf CON S N S  ( N , MI N , L EN G TH )  
TH I S  S U BR.DU T l N[ r s  T H E  S A M E  A S  { I\J T HE P R D Gf-1 ,.\ M W H I C H  
I MP L E M E NT S  WOOD ' S  M I N l M l Z AT I ON /\L G Cl rU T H M  
S U B R O U T I N E  T AA L E  { K , N , I MP , MA X T ) 
T H I S S U f)R O U T I NE  I S  T H E  S A M F.  A S  I N  T f ! t P R. D GP. A M  WH [ CH 
I MP L E M E N T S  wooo • s  M I N I M I Z A T I ON A L G O P I T HM  
S UBROUT I N F  s run p s  ( N N )  
T H I S S U BROU T I N E I S  T H E  S A M E  A S  I N  T H �  P ROGRAM  W H I CH 
I MP L E M E NT S  �OGO ' S  M I N I M I Z AT I ON A L G O R I T H M  
S UBRO U T I N E  ORR ( I , J , K ) 
T H I S S U BR OU T I NE I S  T H E  S A ME A S  I N  T H F.  P R O G K A M  WH I CH 
I MP LE ME NT S WOOD ' S  M I N I M I Z AT I ON A L G O R I T HM 
SUBROUT I NE CONV R T  ( I M P I N , I M P OU T , L E N G T H ) 
T H I S S U R R L1 l.l T 1 f\l F.  I S  T H E S AM E  A S  I N  T H f: P R O GR A M  W H I C H  
I MP L E M E N T S  WOOJ ' S  M I N I M I Z A T I ON AL G �k I TH M  
S UBROU T I NE CQNM I N ( I M P J N , I MP O U T , L EN S T H J  
T H I S S U BR OU T I NE I S  T H E  S AME  A S  I N  T H E PROG n A M  WH I C H  
I MPL E M E NT S  '1·J000 1 S M I N I M I Z AT I ON A L G O R I T HM 
9
3 
A P P  HJ D I X  F 
COMPUTER L ISTING OF THE COMBINED ALGORITHM PROGRAM 
C 





1 0  
C 











1 1  
C 
D I M E N S  I UN I SU  8 ( 3 2 ) , M I ND E C .{ l 2 8 l , M A X  T ( l 2 8 l , M I N ( 9 9 9 }  , 
C M I  X i 9 9 9 l , � I r--1 U l D ( 1 6  J , MT AG ( l 6 ) , l I N  E ( H. l , M AX ( l 2 8 )  
C OMMON  I I l , Ni"il T E X { 5 1 2 ) , I SOL ( 1 0 , 5 1 2 )  , NJ J J J { 5 1 2 ) , J J J J  
COMMON  M l � l l T , M l NM l N ( 8 , 8 l , I T A B l 3 2 ) , N E X ( 3 2 ) , N L I T ( 32 )  
CUMMON  MA X C HK , K S OL { l 0 , 3 2 ) 
N I S  T H E  NU M B ER OF  M I NT E R MS l N PUT  
L E N G T H  I S  T H E N U M B E R  Of V AR I A BL E S  I N  A M I N T E R M  
R EA D  ( 5 , 1 0 )  N , L E NG T H  
F OR M A T  ( 3 I  2 I 
I F ( N . E Q . O )  S TOP  
C A L L  Z F. f< O T K  
M I N D E C l S  T HE D E C I M A L  E Q U I V AL EN T  O F  A M I N T� R M  
R E A D { 5 , 1 2 1  ( M I ND E C ( I ) ,  I = l , N )  
F OR M A T  U 5 1 3 )  
M A X T  I S  A N  A R R AY WH J C H C O NT A I NS AL L O F  T HE M I N l E R M S  
C AL L  MA XX  ( L E NG T H ,  M A XT ) 
MAX C H K= O W H E N  T H E  P RO GRAM I S  F I ND I N G ? S / S P S SOL U T I ON S  
MAXCH K= O  
DO 7 I =  1 ,  N 
M I N I S  AN ARR AY W H I C H CONT A I N S T H E  � I N T E R M S OF THE  
F UNCT I O N U E I N G M I N I � l Z � D  
M I N ( I l = MA X  T ( M I N O  EC  ( I )  + 1 )  
P R HJ T  5 
F UR M A  T ( 1  H O  , 1 M I N T  E R M  .S O F  T H E OR I G I f\J A L F U  NC  T I ON ' )  
P R I N T  6 ,  ( M I N ( I ) ,  I = l , N ) 
F UK M A T { l 1-i , 6 1  l O )  
GO T O  1 1  
P R I NT  8 
F OR M A T  { l H O , 1 MA X T E RM S OF T H E  O R I G I N A L  F U NCT I ON ' ) 
PR I NT 6 ,  I M i flJ (  I ) ,  I = l ,  N I  
N N  I S  T HE T O T AL NUM B E R  O F  S U BFUNCT I ON S  
N N= 2 * * N- l  
NUM T E R  OS  T H E  T O T AL N UM B ER O F  M I N T [ R M S  
NUM 1 E R = 2 * �" L EN GT H  
M I NL I T = l O O  
C AL L  ON E ( N N , N , NUMT E R , M A X T , M I N , L EN G T H )  
C A L L S P OR P S ( NN )  
DO  644  J = l , N  
DO  6 4 4  I = l , NUMT E R  
I F ( M I N .{ J } . N c . MA X l ( l I t  G O  T J  6 lt4  
C M TAG  I S  A N  A R R A Y  WH I C H  I S  U S E D  T O  T A G  T H E  M I N T E R MS 
C W H I C H  A RE C O V ER E D  B Y  I N T E R � � D I A TF S O L U T I O � S  
94 
M TAG ( J } -= I 
644 C ONT I NU E  
D O  6 4 6  J= l , 8 
D O  6 4 6  1 = 1 , 8  
C M I N M I N  I S  A N  ARR AY W H IC H  CONTA I N S T HE M I N T E R M S O F  THE  
C M I N I MUM  L I T E R AL S U BF U NC T I ON S  
646 M I N M I N {  1 , J l = O 
C M I NU Z D I S  A N  AR R AY WH I C H  C O N T A I NS T HE � I N T ER M S  W H I C H  
C A R E B E I NG U S E D  TO G E N ER A T E  S U B F UNC T I ON S  
M I N U Z O ( l > = M I N ( l  I 
C N SO L  K F E P S  C O UN T  OF  T HE N UM B E R  O F  S UB F U NC T I ONS  W H I CH 
C W I L L B E  U S E D  I N  T HE F I N A L  PR I ME I MP L I C A N T  T A B L E  T O  
C F I N O  T H E  M I N I MA L  S P S  ( P S P ) SO LUT I ON 
N SO L = O  
C NO  I S  T H E  N UM B E R  OF  M I N T E R M S  B E I NG U S E O  TO  G E N ER AT E  
C S UBF U NC T I ON S  
N O= l 
L O O  N 2 = 2 * *N O- l 
N l = N 2 - N S U L  
D O  1 0 1  l = N l  , N 2 
KKK= I 
N S O L= N S OL + l  
I I I =N S D L+ l 
C AL L  FU N ( NN , N , N U MT ER , M AXT , M I N , K K K , M I N U Z O )  
N NN= NF. X ( I� S O L ) 
].() l C ON T I N U E  
C AL L  C O V E R  ( N SOL , NO , L I NE , N L I N E S , L I T S UM ) 
C T H I S L OOP  T /\G S  T H E:  M .I N f E RMS  itJH l CH A R E  CCl V E R F. D  BY T H E  
C I NT E R M E D I A T E SOLUT I ON S  GEN E R A T E D  S O  F A R  
D O  1 0 5  J = l , NL I N E S  
D O  1 1 5  K K = l , N 
00 l L  4 K= l ,  N 
I F ( M I NM I N ( K K , L I N E ( J ) ) . E Q . M I N ( K ) l MT AG ( K ) =  
C - I A B S ( MT AG ( K ) ) 
1 1 4 CONT I NU E  
1 1 5  CONT I NU E  
1 0 5  C ONT I NU E  
J J J J = O  
D O  8 8  8 K= 1 ,  N 
I F ( M T AG ( K ) . L T . O )  JJ J J =J J J J + 2 * * ( K- l )  
8 8 8  CONT I NU E  
I F ( NM L T E X ( J J J J ) . G T . L I T SUM ) G O  TO 1 2 4  
N NN ·=N J J J J ( J J J J )  
N E X ( N Sn l l = N NN 
N L I T ( N S Ol ) = NMLT E X ( J J J J )  
0 0 1 2  5 J = 1 , N NN 
1 2 5  K SO L ( J , NS O L > � I S O L ( J , J JJ J )  
K = l  
0 0  1 2  6 J = l , N 
I F ( MT A G ( J ) . L T . O ) GO T O  1 3 1 
GO  TO  1 2 6 
1 3 1  M I N MI N ( K , N S OL ) = M I N ( J l  
K=K + l 
1 26 C UNT I NU E  
N L I N E S= l  
L I N E { l ) =N SO L  
1 24 DU 1 0 9 J = l  , N  
I F ( MT AG ( J ) . L T . O )  GO  T O  1 0 9  
G O  T O  1 1 0 
1 09 C ON f Prn E 
GU  TJ  1 1 1 
1 1 0 N O= N D + l  
M I NU ZD ( NO ) = M I N ( J J  
G O  T el  1 00 
1 1 1  D O  1 2 0  J = l , N S Ol .  
1 2 0  I T A O { J ) =O 
D U  1 1 8  I = J. , N 2 
DO 1 1 8  J = l , N  
D O  1 1 9  K = l , N  
I F  ( !'-1 I N M  I f,J ( J , I ) • E Q • M I N  ( K ) ) I T  /1. B ( I ) = I T I\ R I J } +- 2 * * ( I<- 1 ) 
1 1  8 C CJN T I  hJ U f 
C AL L  S P SP S P  ( N S r L , NN l  
C /1L l T I M E T K ( T ) 
P P, I N T  7 77 , T 
7 7 7  F ORM A T  O H O ,  ' T I M E= ' , F 6 . 2 1  
I F ( M A X C HK . E Q . O )  GU T U  l 
C THE N E X T F E W  I N S TR U C T I ON S  S E L fC f  T H f  M � X T E R M S  T O  B E  
C U S E D  I N  F I N D I NG T HE M I N I M AL S P  A N D  P S P SOL U T I ON S  
79 9 D O  H O O  1 = 1 , N  
DO 8 0 0  J = l , t-J UMT ER  
I f ( M I N (  I ) . E Q . MA XT { J J ) M A X T ! J ) =- MA X T { J l  
8 0 0  CONT I N U E  
J = O  
D U  8 0 1 1 = 1 , NUMT ER  
I F ( M A X T ( I J . L T . O ) GO T O  8 0 1 
J =J + l  
M I N I J ) = i-4 A X  T ( I D 
8 0 1  C U N T I N U F  
N= J  
00  8 0 2  I = l , NU MT E R  
8 0 2  M A XT { I ) = I A A S ( MA X T ( I ) ,  
M AX C H K =  M A X  C HK + l 
C A L L  Z E RO T K  
G O  T O  9 
END  
96 
SUBRJUT I N E  F U N  ( NN , N , NU MT ER , MA X T , M I N , KK K , M U Z ) 
C 
C T H I S S U BRO U T I NE S EL EC TS T H E  E XPRE S S I ON ( S )  W I TH T H E  
C L EA S T  N UM B E R OF L I T ER AL S  I M P L I E D B Y  T H E  M I N T E RM S  
C ( MA XT E R MS ) I N  M U Z  
C 
D l M E N S I ON K S  U B ( 3 2 ) , I S UB ( 3 2 I , M A  XT C l 2 8 )  , M A X  { 1 2  8 }  , 
C MI X ( 9 9 9 )  , M I N ( 9 9 9 l , MU Z ( 1 6 )  
COMMON  I I I , NM L T E X { 5 l 2 l , I S 0L {  l 0 , 5 1 2 ) , NJ J J J ( -5 1 2 ) , J J J J  
C OM MO N  M I � L I T , M I NM I N { B , B ) , I TA B ( 3 2 ) , N E X { 3 2 ) , NL I T ( 3 2 )  
C OMMON  MA X C HK , K S O L ( l 0 , 3 2 ) 
C AL L  M D D ( N , K S UB , K KK , J )  
N K S U A = J - 1  
M l N L I T= l O O  
D O  6 0 0  I = l , NN 
C A L L MO D ( N , I S U B , I , J )  
J J J = J - 1  
D O  c O O  M= l , NKSUB  
DO  2 0 6  L = l , J J J  
I F ( M U Z ( K S U B ( M ) ) . N E . M I N ( I S U B ( L ) ) )  G O  TfJ  2 0 6 
G O  T O  2 00 
2 06 C ON T I N U E  
GO  T O  6 00 
2 00 CONT I N U E  
I M l = I I I - 1  
I F ( N � L T E X ( I J . L E . M I N L I T )  G O  T O  2 0 2  
G O  T O  6 00  
202 M I N L I T = NM L T E X ( I )  
N EX ( I M U = NJ J J J (  U 
N L I T (  I M U = N ML T E X ( I )  
D O 2 0 It l. = l , J J J 
2 0 4  M I NM I N ( l , l M l ) = M I N ( l S U B ( l } )  
NNN =N J J J J ( I )  
DO  2 0 5  L = l , N N N  
2 0 5  K SOL ( L , I M l ) = I SOL t L , I )  
6 0 0  C ON T I N U f:  
R E T UR N  
E ND 
97 
S UB R O U T I N E  S P SP S P  { NS OL , NN )  
C 
98 
C TH I S S UB RO U T I NE F I N DS  T H E  N U M E R I C AL S P S ( P S P I S O LUT I ON 
C 
D I M E N S I ON I M P OUT ( 2 2 ) , I S U B ( 3 2 ) , M A XL I T ( 9 ) , N T W M 2L ( 9 ) 
C OM"10N  I l l , NM L T E X ( 5 1 2 l , I S OL ( l0 , 5 l 2 ) , N J J J J ( 5 1 2 l , J J J J  
COMMO N  M I N L I T , M I N M I N ( 8 , 8 ) , I T A B { 3 2 ) , N E X ! 3 2 ) . N L I T ( 32 )  
C O M MO N  MA X C HK , K S OL ( l0 1 3 2 ) 
C N SU B  I S  T H E  N UM B E R  OF E XP R E S S I ONS  B E I N G C O M B I N E D  T O . 
C F O R M  A S O LU T I ON 
N SUB = 2  
M I N S U M = l O O  
N 2 = 2 * * ( N S O L - l ) - l  
N 3= 2 � * N SU L - l  
7 0 1  NCHK= O 
C T HE N E X T  F E W  I N S TRUCT I O N S  G E N � R A T E T H E  C O M B I NA T I ON S  O F  
C E XP R E S S I ON S  THAT  F O RM A S OL U T [ DN A N D  S E L E CT T H E  ON E S  
C T HAT  HA V E  T H E  L E A ST N UMB E R  O F  L I T E R AL S  
1 0 1  I 1 M l = N2 
I 2M l = N 2 
I F ( N S U B . EQ . 2 ) GO TO 2 
I F ( N S UB . E Q . 3 t  GO  TO  3 
I F  ( N S U B . G T . 4 )  R E T U R N  
C GE N E R A T E  N U M B E RS  W HO SE  B I N A R Y  E QU I V A L E N T S  
C HA V E  2 ,  3 ,  4 " l ' S " 
4 D O  1 0 4  I l = 3 , N 2  
I l M l = I l - 1  
3 D O  1 0 3  1 2 = 2 , I lM l 
I 2M l = I 2 - l  
2 .D O  1 0 2  l 3 = 1 , I 2M l  
D O  1 0 2  I 4= l d 3  
1 5 = 1 3 - 1 4  
I COM= 2 * * I 3+ 2 ** I 5 
I F { I C OM . G T . N 3 . 0R . I COM . L T . O l G O  TO  1 0 5  
I F { NS U B . E Q . 2 J G O  TO  1 06 
I COM= I C OM+ 2 ** 1 2  
I F ( I C OM . G T . N3 . 0 R . I CDM . L T . O )  GO  T O  1 0 5  
l f ( N S UB . E Q . 3 ) G O  T D  1 06 
1 COM= I C OM + 2 ** I l  
l f { I C OM . G T . N3 . � R . I COM . L T . O I  GO  TO 1 0 5 
1 0 6  J = l  
C G EN E RAT E C O M B I N AT I O N S  OF 2 , 3 , 4 , • • •  S U B SCR I P T S  
D O  6 0 4  1 1 = 1 , N SOL  
I S U B (  J ) = M O D { I COM / 2* * ( I I - 1  l ,  2 )  
I F ( I S U B ( J ) . E Q . l )  GO TO  6 0 3  
G O  T O  6 04 
603  I SU B ( J ) = I [ 
J=J + l  
6 0 4  CONT I NU E  
J J J = J - 1  
C C H E CK T O  S E E  I F  T HE N UM B ER O F  S U B S C R I P T S = T H E  N UM B E R  
C O F  E X P R E S S I ON S  a E I N G COM B I N E D  I N  T H I S P A S S  
6 0 1  I AR G = O  
0 0  6 3 0  M = l , J J J  
J A�G= I T AH ( I SU B ( M ) ) 
C 11 () R 11 T H  F ,'H r·n E '� M S C O  V ER E O BY  T H E  F X PP  E S S I O j\j S B E I N G  
C C OM B I N E D  J N  T H I S PA S S  
C AL L  O R R  ( I ARG , J ARG , K AR G )  
6 3 0  I ARG= K A RG 
9 9  
C C H E C K  T U  S E E  I F  T H I S COMB I NA T I ON OF  F X P R E S S I O N S  C OV E R S 
C A L L  M I N T E RM S  
I f ( I A RG . NE . N N ) G U  T O  1 0 2  
L I T S J M = O 
oo 6 4 0  r-1 = 1 ,  J J J  
NNN= N F. X (  I S U B ( M ) ) 
C COUNT  T HE NUM B E R  OF  L I l ER AL S I N  T H F.  C O M B I N E D  
C E XP R E S S I ON 
DO  6 3 9  MN= l , N NN 
I D I V = K S OL ( M N , I S U B ( M t )  
6 3 8  I QUO= I O I V / 1 0  
I D I F= I D I V- I QUO* l O  
I F ( I D I F . N E . O )  L I T SU M= L I T SU M + l 
I F ( I Q U O . E Q . O )  G O  TO 6 39 
I D I V = l (,) U U  
GO TO  6 3 8  
6 3 9  C ON T  I r--J U E  
640  CONT I N U E  
C C HECK  T O  S E E  I F  THE  N UM B E R  O F  L I T E R A L S  I S  M I N I M AL  
I F ( L I T S UM . GT . M I N SUM ) GO TO  1 0 2  
NCH K= l 
M I  N SU M = L I  T S UM 
DO 7 0 2  J = l , J J J  
NT \� M 2 L (  J ) = 0 
702  M A X L I T ·( J ) = O 
I F ( MA X C HK . E Q . O t P R I NT 7 5 1  
7 5 1  F OR M A T ( l HO , ' M I N I M UM S P S  SO L UT I ON ' ) 
I f t MA X C HK . G T . O )  P R I N T 7 5 8  
75 8 F ORMAT  ( l HO , 1 ;'1 I N I MU M  P S P  S O LU T I ON ' ) 
C O UT P U T  M I N I MA L  S OLU T I ON S  
7 5 7  D O  7 9 8  M = l , J J J  
NNI\J = N E  X ( I S U B  ( M )  ) 
D O  7 5 3  K= l , NNN  
I MP I N = K S O L ( K , I S U B ( M 1 ) 
C C ONVE R T  S O L U T I ON F R OM N U M E R I C AL  T O  L I T ER AL F O R M  
I F ( M A X C HK . F. Q . O J  C A L L  CONV R T { I MP I N , I M POU T , L E NGT H )  
I F ( MAX CH K . GT . O )  C A LL C ONM I N ( I M P I N , I M P OU T , L E N GT H )  
445 I F C L E N G TH . G T . U N T W M2 U M ) = N T W M 2 U M ) H 
I F ( L E N GT H . G E . MA X L I T ( M ) )  M AX L I H M ) = L BJ 1;TH  
P R I NT 7 5 2 , I M PO U T  
7 5 2 F C1R ,"1 A T  ( l H  , 2 2A U 
7 5 3  CON T I NU E  




I F ( MA X C HK . GT . O )  GO TO  760  
P R I N T 7 5 5  
7 5 5  FORM A T  ( l H  , • O R E O  W I TH ' ) 
G O  TO  7 9 8  
7 6 0  P R I N T 7 62 
7 6 2  F O R M A T  ( l H , ' A N D E D  W I TH ' ) 
798 C ON T I N U E  
M XGTF I = l 
N SlrH C H = L  I T S UM 
NGT I N=O  
o n  7 9 7  M = l , J J J  
I F ( MA X L I T ( M ) . GT . M XGTF I )  M X GT F I = MA X L I T ( M )  
I F { N E X (  I S U B ( M J )  . G T . M X GT F l ) M X G T F I =N E X ( I S U B l"-1 '  I 
7 9 7  NGT I N= N GT I N + N T W M 2 L ( M )  
N GT EL = N GT I N +J J J + l  
NGT I � = NGT l N + N S W T C H+ J J J  
P R l N T  7 09 , N S W T C H  
709  
7 1 5  
7 1 3  
7 1 4 
1 0 2  
1 0 3  
1 04 
1 0 5  
7 99  
P IU N T 7 l 5 , N G  T I N 
P R. I N T 7 l 3 , 1\1 G T  EL 
P R I N T 7 1 4 , M X G TF l  
F G R M A T ( l H , ' NU M B E R O F  S W I T C H E S = ' , l 2 l  
F O P M A T ( l H , ' NU M B ER  O F  G A T E  I N P U T S = ' ,  1 2 )  
F O R M  A T ( l H , 1 I\J U M  B E  R O F  GA T E El  E M  E N  f S = ' , I 2 ) 
F OR MA T ( l rl  , ' MA X I MUM  GA T E  F A N- I N= ' , I 2 l  
CONT I NU E  
I F ( N S U B . G E . 3 )  G O  TO 1 03 
GO  T J  1 0 5 
C ON T I NU E  
I F ( N S U B . E Q . 4 ) G O  TO  1 04 
G O  T O  1 0 ':> 
C ONT I N U E  
I F  A M l N I M A l  SO L U T ( ON WAS  F O U ND ON  T H I S  L A S T  S ET OF 
P A S S E S  US I N G "N S U B tt E XP R E S S I ONS , TRY  TO  F I N D A " MO k E "  
M I N I M A L  S O L UT I ON US I N G " N S U B  + l "  E XP R E S S I ON S  
I F ( NC H K . E Q . O )  G O  TO  7 99 
N SU B = N S U B + l 
G O  T D  7 0 1 
R E T U R N  
E NO 
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S UBROU T I N E  MAXX ( L E N G TH ,  M AX T ) 
C TH [ S S U B R OU T I NE I S  TH E  S AM E  A S  I N  T HE P R O G R AM W H I CH 
C I MP L E M E NT S  WOOD ' S  M I N I M I ZA T I ON  A L G O R I T HM  
C 
S lJ B R n  U T  I N E O N E  . ( N 1\1 ,  N , NU MT  E R  , MAX  T , M I N , L E N G  T H ) 
C T H I S S U DR OU T I NE I S  T H E  S A M E  A S  I N  T H E  P R O G K A M  WH I C H  
C I MP L E M E NT S  WOOD ' S  M I N I M I Z A T I O N AL GOR I T HM 
C 
S UDROUT I N F  MOO  ( N , I S U B , 1 , J }  
C T H I S S U BR OU T I NE I S  T H E  S AM E  A S  I N  T H [  P RO G R A M  W H I CH 
C I MP L E ME NT S  WOOD ' S  M I N I M I Z A T I ON A L G O R T THM  
C 
S UB k D U T I N E C O N S N S  ( N , M I N , L E N G T H ) 
C T H I S S U BROU T I NE I S  T H E  S A M f  A S  I N  T H F  P RO GR A M  W H I CH 
C I MPLE M E NT S  woou • s  M I N I M I Z A T I ON ALGOR I T HM  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  T A BL E  ( K , N , I M P , M A X T J  
C T H I S S U BROU T I NE I S  T H E S A M E  A S  I N  T H E  PRO GR AM W H I C H  
C I MP L E ME NT S WOOD ' S  M I N I M I Z AT l 8N A LGOR I THM  
C 
S UB R O U T I N E  S P O R P S  ( N N }  
C T H I S  S U R� OU T I NE I S  T H E  S A M E  A S  I N  T H E  P RO G R A M  W H I C H  
C I MP L E ME NT S  woun • s  M I N I M I Z AT I ON A L G O R I THM  
C 
S UB ROUT I N E CO V E R  ( N R UW S , NC O L S , L I N f , Nl l N E S , L I T SU M ) 
C T H I S S U BR OUT I NE I S  TH E S A M E  A S  I N  T H E  P R O G R A M  W H I C H  
C I MP L E ME NT S  L AWL E R 1 S A LG OR I T H M  
C 
S UBROUT f N F.  OR R ( I , J , K )  
C T H I S S U BR OU T I N E  I S  T H E  SAME  A S  I N  T H E  P R O G R A M  WH I CH 
C I MP L E ME NT S woon • s  M I N I M I Z AT I ON A L G O R I T HM 
C 
S UB R O U T I N E  C ONV R T  ( I M P I N , I M PO U T , L E N G T H ) 
C T H I S  S U B R OU T I NE I S  T H E  S AM E  A S  I N  T HE P R O GRAM  W H I C H  
C I �P L E ME NT S  WOOD ' S  M I N I M I Z AT I ON ALGOR I TH M  
C 
S UB R O U T I �E C O NM I N ( I M P I N , I MP O U T , L EN GT H )  
C T H I S S U BR OU T I NE I S  T H E  S AMF  A S  I N  T H E  P R O G R A M  W H I C H  
C I MP L E M E NT S  WOOD ' S  M I N I M I Z AT I ON ALGO R I T HM 
1 01 
E XA MP L E S  OF M I N I M I Z E D  FUN C T I ON S  
E X A M P L E  1 .  
A L L  .''1 A X T E R M S  OR M I N T E RM S  I N  NUMER I C A L  F O R M  
1 1 1  1 1 2 1 2 1  1 2 2 2 1 1  2 1 2  2 2 1 2 2 2  
M I NT E R M S  O F  THE OR I G I NA L  F U NC T I ON 
l l l  1 2 1  2 1 1  2 2 2  
M I N I M U M  P S  SO L U T I ON 
( X + Z ' ) ( Y + Z • ) ( X ' +Y ' + Z ) 
�UM B E R  Of S W I TC H E S = 7 
NUMB E r<.  OF  G A T E  [ N P U T S  = 1 0  
NUM B E R O F  GAT E E L EM E N TS = 4 
MAX I M UM G A T E  F AN- I N = 3 
M I N I M U M  S P S  SOL U T I ON 
X Y Z  + l ' l X ' + Y 1 ) 
NUM B E R  O F  S � I TC H E S  = 6 
NUMB E R  OF G AT E  I N PU T S = 9 
N UMBE R OF  G A T E EL E M E N TS = 4 
M AX I M UM  G A T f  FAN- I N = 3 
M A X TE R M S  O F  THE  OR I G I NA L  F U NC T I ON 
1 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2  2 2 1  
M J N I MUM  S P  SO L U T I ON 
x • z •  + v • z •  + x v z  
NUM B E R OF S W I TC H E S = 7 
NUM B E R  OF G A T E  I N P U T S = 1 0  
NUMB E R  OF  G AT E E L EM E N TS = 4 
MAX l � UM G A T E  FAN- I N = 3 
M I N I MU M  P S P  SOLUT I ON 
( Z ' + X Y )  ( X ' + Y • + z t  
NUM B E R O F  S W I TCH E S = 6 
NUM B E R  OF G AT E  I N P U T S = 9 
NUM B E K  OF  G A T E E L E M E N TS = 4 
M AX I M UM G A T E FAN- IN = 3 
E XAMP L E  2 .  
A L L  M A X T E R M S  O R  M I NT E RMS I N  NU MER I C A L  FORM  
1 1 1 1  1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1  1 1 2 2  1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2  1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2  
2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2  2 1 2 1  2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1  2 2 1 2  2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2  
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M I N T E R M S  OF  THE  OR I G I NA L F U NC T I ON 
l l l l  1 1 2 2  1 2 1 2  1 22 1  2 1 1 2 
M I N I MUM  P S  SO L U T I ON 
( W +X+ Y + Z 1 ) ( X + Y 1 + Z ) ( X ' +Y +Z ) ( W ' +l ) ( W 1 + Y 1 ) ( W ' + X 1 ) 
( X 1 +Y 1 t- Z 1 ) 
N UM B E R  UF S W I TC HE S = 19  
NUM B E R OF  G AT E  I N PU T S = 2 6  
NUMa E R  O F  G AT E E L EM EN T S = 8 
M AX I M U M  G A T E F AN- I N = 7 
M I N I M UM  S P S  SOL U T I ON 
( X +Y ) ( X + Z ) ( Y + Z ) ( W 1 ) ( X ' + Y 1 +Z ' )  + ( W + Z 1 J ( W 1 + Z ) ( Y 1 X 1 ) 
N UM B E R  OF  S W I T C H E S = 1 6  
N UMB E R  OF G A T E  I N P U T S = 2 4  
NUM B E R  O F  G A T E E L EM E N TS = 9 
MAX I M UM  � A T E  F A N- I N = 5 
A NO T H E R  M I N I MA L  S P S  S OL U T I ON I S : 
( X+ Y ) ( w 1 Z ) ( X 1 +Y 1 ) + ( X+Y 1 ) ( X 1 +Y ) ( W 1 Z 1 ) + ( W X 1 Y ' Z ) 
N UM B E R  OF S W I T C HE S = 1 6  
NUM B E R  O F  G A T E I N PU T S = 2 3  
NUM B E R  OF G AT E E L EM E N T S = 8 
M AX I M UM G AT E F A N- I N = 4 
E X A M P L E  3 .  
All M A X T E RM S  OR 
1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 2 
1 12 2 2  1 2 1 1 1  
1 22 2 1  1 2 2 2 2 
2 1 2 1 2  2 1 2 2 1  
2 22 1 1  2 2 2 1 2  
M I N T E RM S  I N  NUMER I C A L  
1 1 1 2 1  1 1 1 2 2  1 1 2 1 1  
1 2 1 1 2  1 2 1 2 1  1 2 1 2 2  
2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2  2 1 1 2 1  
2 1 2 2 2  2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 
2 22 2 1 2 2 2 2 2  
M I NT E R M S  O F  THE  OR I G I NA L  F U NC T I ON 
1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1  1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1  
1 2 2 1 1  2 2 1 1 1  2 2 1 1 2  2 22 1 1  
M I N I MUM P S  SOL U T I ON 
( Y • + z •  l ( X 1 + Z 1 } { X 1 +Y ' ) { U 1 + Y ' ) ( U 1 +W I 
N UMB E R  Of S W I TCHE S = 1 0  
NUM B E R  OF G A T E  I N P U T S = 1 5  
N UMB E R  OF G AT E E L E M E N T S = 6 
M AX I M UM  G A T E F AN- I N = 5 
M I N I M U M  s µ s  S O L U T I ON 
Y ' ( x • � z • H U ' +W )  + u 1 x • z •  
NUMB E R  O F  S W I TC H E S = 8 
F OKM  
1 1 2 1 2 
1 2 2 1 1 
2 1 1 2 2  
2 2 1 2 1 
1 2 1 1 2 
1 1 2 2 1 
1 2 2 1 2  
2 1 2 1 1 
2 2 1 2 2  
1 2 1 2 1  
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N UM B E R  OF G AT E I N P U T S = 1 2  
NUM B E R  OF GAT E EL EM EN T S = 5 
MAX I M UM G A T E FA N- I N = 3 
1 04 
VITA 
Alfredo Caldwell was born in Caracas, Venezuela, on 
August 2, 1941. He attended elementary schools in that city 
until 1950. For the next five years his family lived in San 
Juan, Puerto Rico, where he completed his elementary educa­
tion. From 1955 to 1957 his family again lived in Caracas , 
Venezuela, where he attended La Salle High School. In 1957 
his family moved to Signal Mountain, Tennessee , and he 
completed his high school education at Notre Dame High 
School, Chattanooga, Tennessee, in June 1959. The following 
September he entered St. Bernard College ,  St. Bernard , 
Alabama, and in May, 1963, he received a Bachelor of Arts 
degree in Mathematics. In the fall of 1963 , he entered St. 
Bernard Seminary, St. Bernard, Alabama, where he pursued 
theological studies for one year. During the following year 
he attended St. Mary ' s  Seminary, Baltimore , Maryland. 
In November 1965, he was accepted by the Peace Corps as 
a trainee. In May, 1966, he was sent to Nigeria as a high 
school mathematics teacher where he served until August 
1967. From September 1967 to August 1968 he served as a 
high school mathematics teacher in Tanzania. 
In the fall of 1968 he accepted a teaching assistant­
ship at The University of Tennessee and began study toward 
a Master's degree. Since August 1970, he has been employed 
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by Oak Ridge Associated Universities . 
1 06 
In December 1 970 , he 
received the Master of Science degree with a major in 
Computer Science . 
He is married to the former Judith Anne Schaerer , of 
Chat tanooga ,  Tennessee 
